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Introduction

The subject of this thesis, quantum estimation theory, is inspired by recent
developments, both practical and theoretical, in the new field of quantum
information and computation. Therefore, before going on to tell about the
contents of this thesis, a few words will be devoted to it.

Computing power is strongly dependent on the number of transistors
on integrated circuits. This number has roughly doubled every 18 months
(Moore's law). However, if Moore's law keeps up, by 2019 transistor features
will be just a few atoms in width. At those scales nature cannot be described
by the laws of classical physics, one enters the quantum realm. In their quest
for miniaturization, engineers and scientist will have to take into account the
laws of quantum physics. Better still, they can take advantage of them. Any
device which takes advantage of quantum phenomena to perform operations
on data, is called a quantum computer. The possibility of building such
devices has created the new field of quantum information and computation,
which has received a lot of attention in the last decade.

The fact that building a quantum computer is still far ahead in the future
has not stopped scientists from devising algorithms which would make use
of it. For example Peter Shor while working at AT&T Bell Laboratories,
devised an algorithm to factorize integers which would perform this task
exponentially faster than any known algorithm which works on a classical
computer. This would have a tremendous impact in the way information
is encrypted nowadays' since this is based in the fact that factorizing large
integers is a time consuming task. Shor's algorithm was demonstrated in
2001 by a group at IBM which factored 15 into 3 and 5.

The unit of classical information is the bit which can take two values, 0
and 1. Analogously, the unit of quantum information is the qubit, a qubit
can take the values 0 and 1 as well, but it can also be a combination of 0
and 1. Examples of practical implementations of a qubit are the spin of an
electron and the polarization of a photon.

'For example when you send your credit card number over the Internet.
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Other applications are less dependent on quantum computers. Scientists'
have invented a technique called quantum teleportation which consists of de-
stroying a qubit at one location and perfectly reconstructing it at a different
distant one. Nicolas Gisin of the University of Geneva, Switzerland, success-
fully teleported photon qubits between two labs over 2 kilometers of optical
fiber'.

The main task of quantum estimation theory, the subject of this thesis,
is that given many identical copies of an unknown quantum system (e.g. a
qubit) one wants to "guess" or estimate what the system is. This is done
by performing an "optimal" measurement and analyzing the data obtained
from it.

To measure the N copies, one could adopt a strategy in which one mea-
sures one copy at a time, and possibly uses the results from the first k 1
copies to decide how to proceed in the Oh one. This strategy is usually
called an LOCC4 strategy. One could also consider the N copies as one copy
of a much bigger quantum system. A measurement on the big system is
equivalent to letting the copies interact with one another before measuring
them separately. This is called a collective strategy. Collective strategies,
which obviously contain LOCC ones, increase the choice of the experimenter
a great deal. However, they are usually much harder to perform in practice.
Therefore it is important to determine how much, if anything, can be gained
by using the more difficult collective measurements.

A quantum state is represented by a density matrix. In some cases one
does not need to know the whole density matrix, sometimes a partial charac-
terization is enough. Chapter 2 of this thesis is about optimally estimating
the spectrum, i.e. the eigenvalues, of a density matrix. This is useful, for
example, for estimating the entanglement5 of a bipartite pure state. En-
tanglement is a "weird" feature of quantum mechanics in which most of the
advantages of quantum information and computation6 are based. The results
of chapter 2 tell us that one can optimally estimate bipartite entanglement
with LOCC measurements on one of the two parties.

Both in Shor's algorithm and in quantum teleportation, the qubits need
to be manipulated at various stages. This is done with the so-called unitary

2C.H. Bennett, G. Brassard, C. Crépeau, R. Jozsa, A. Peres and W. K. Wooters.
3The actual distance between the two labs was about 55 meters.
4Local operations and classical communication.
°Suppose one has two systems A and B. The two systems may be considered also as a
single larger system called AB. The laws of quantum mechanics allow system AB to be
in a state pAB which cannot be thought of as system A being in a state pA and system B
being in another state pB, this is called entanglement.

6Including teleportation and Shor's algorithm.
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operations, the gates of quantum information. Suppose one has one such uni-
tary operation but one does not know what it does. In order to characterize
it one needs to know how it transforms any input state. In order to know
how a particular state is transformed, one can prepare that state, feed it to
the unitary many times, and measure the output. One state is, of course,
not enough. It turns out that the unitary can be completely characterized
with a finite set of states, this is known as quantum process tomography.
Unfortunately, in many cases it is difficult to have available in the lab all
the input states needed to perform quantum process tomography. It is here
where entanglement comes to the rescue. One pair of maximally entangled
qubits, where one of them is used as input for the unitary gate and the other
is left untouched, is sufficient. All the information about the unknown gate is
contained in the joint output state. This is the problem treated in chapter
3. Now the output state needs to be measured. Again, one could measure
the two qubits separately (LOCC) or jointly (collective measurement). Is
there anything to gain by performing joint measurements? The answer is
yes, optimal collective measurements are at least 3 times more accurate than
any LOCC measurement.

Chapter 4 treats the same problem as in chapter 3 but there one has
extra information about the set of possible unitary gates: it is known that
they commute with one another. In chapter 4 it is shown that this extra
information makes it unnecessary to use an entangled input state and to use
collective measurements at the output.

In chapters 3 and 4 it is assumed that only one copy of the unitary gate
is available. If, however, more than one copy (say N) are available at the
same time there is much more that can be done, namely one could use an
N-fold entangled state as input. If no entanglement is used, the situation is
equivalent to that of chapters 3 and 4. In that case, classical statistics tells us
that the error of the estimation is proportional to 1/V7. In the literature,
it has been shown that by using a (very large) entangled state in the input
one can achieve an error proportional to 1/N (i.e. much smaller). However,
this has been shown only for qubit gates. In chapter 5 important steps are
taken in the direction of showing the same thing for a general unitary gate,
but this remains an open problem.

7Suppose one has two unitary gates, U1 and U2 . Suppose also, that a given quantum state
is fed to U1 and then the output is fed to U2 . If the result is the same as feeding the state
first to U2 and then to U1 for any state, then they are said to commute.
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Suppose one is given a large but finite number of copies of a quantum system.
A typical problem in quantum statistical estimation is to devise measurement
strategies that allow one to get an estimate of the state as close as possible
to the original. In this thesis a number of interesting quantum estimation
problems are considered.

In chapter 1 some aspects of quantum estimation theory are reviewed.
Many of the concepts that will be used in the following chapters are intro-
duced here. The reader with experience in quantum statistical estimation
may start reading from chapter 2 and return to chapter 1 when needed.

After some introductory remarks in section 1.1, the notions of density
matrix, quantum measurement, quantum operation and quantum instrument
are introduced in section 1.2. When one has several copies of a quantum sys-
tem, there are several kinds of measurements one can perform, from the most
general ones (collective) to simply repeating the same measurement on each
copy. Therefore the notions of collective, separable, LOCC8, adaptive and
separate measurements will also be discussed. Collective measurements are
usually more difficult to implement in practice than LOCC ones. Therefore
it is important to know whether there is something to gain by performing
the more difficult collective measurements. This question is studied in some
problems in this thesis, the answer is sometimes positive and sometimes neg-
ative.

In section 1.3 the notions of an estimator and Fisher information matrix
are defined. The Cramer-Rao bound, which relates the variance of any unbi-
ased estimator with the Fisher information matrix, is also stated here. The
maximum likelihood estimators are also discussed.

Section 1.4 reviews some quantum versions of the Cramer-Rao bound.
The Braunstein and Caves information inequality is proven, it states that
the Fisher information of the probability distribution generated by any mea-
surement is upper bounded by the quantum Fisher information (QFI). The
Holevo bound is also reviewed, as well as an important reduction of the

8Local operations and classical communication.
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problem for pure states models by Matsumoto (2002).
In chapter 2 the problem of estimating the spectrum of a density matrix

is considered. In addition to being interesting in itself, spectrum estimation
has applications to other interesting problems such as estimation of bipartite
entanglement and estimation of Pauli channels (which include depolarizing
channels). This problem is very easy if one knows a basis of eigenvectors of
the density matrix. In that case the recipe would be to perform a measure-
ment on that basis. Chapter 2 deals with the case of a completely unknown
density matrix out of which one is only interested in extracting the eigenval-
ues. Let N be the (large) number of available copies, the following adaptive
strategy is considered:

Perform any informationally complete measurement on NP copies (with
0 < p < 1) to obtain an initial rough estimate of the density matrix,
call it a.

On the rest of the copies (N NP), measure on a basis of eigenvectors
of a.

This strategy introduces a bias in the estimation. However, it is shown that
by fine-tuning the exponent p one can make the contribution of the bias to
the mean square error vanish faster than the 1/N rate. It is shown that
if p > 1/2, the strategy described above (which is an LOCC strategy) is
asymptotically optimal, i.e., it performs asymptotically as well as any other
measurement strategy (including strategies with collective measurements). A
heuristic argument which also suggests that p > 1/2 is a necessary condition
is also shown.

In chapter 3 the problem of optimally estimating a completely unknown
unitary operation is studied. One approach, is to prepare many states, use
them as inputs, and then measure the output that they produce. This is
known as quantum process tomography and it turns out that one needs to
use a basis of the Hilbert space plus some linear combinations thereof. An-
other strategy is to prepare a single bipartite entangled state; one of the two
systems is used as the input of the unitary and nothing is done to the other
system, measurements are then performed on the joint output state. Now
one only needs a single input state. Two things need to be optimized here:
the input state and the measurement to be performed at the output. For the
case of SU(2) operations, Fujiwara (2001a) showed that:

1. The QFI corresponding to a maximally entangled state is larger than
or equal to the QFI corresponding to any other input state.
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2. There is a measurement that attains the quantum Cramer-Rao bound
(QCRB) if and only if the input state is maximally entangled.

These facts make it obvious that the best input here is a maximally entangled
state.

For SU(d) with d > 2 the situation is different. In chapter 3 it is shown
that:

1. There is no input state whose QFI is larger than or equal to the QFI
of any other state.

2. There is no input state with a QFI larger than or equal to the QFI of
a maximally entangled state.

3. It still holds that the QCRB is attainable if and only if the input state
is maximally entangled.

Therefore a maximally entangled state is also chosen as the input state for
d > 2.

In both cases there exists a measurement that attains the QCRB, but
this measurement is always nonseparable which makes their practical imple-
mentation harder. LOCC measurement on the other hand, are simpler to
implement. One may wonder whether there is any advantage in using the
more difficult nonseparable measurements. The answer turns out to be pos-
itive. In chapter 3 it is shown that optimal nonseparable measurements are
at least 2(d+ 1)/d times better than any LOCC measurement. In particular,
in the estimation of a completely unknown SU(2) operation, measuring on
the Bell basis produces a mean square error at least 3 times smaller than
with any separable measurement.

Chapter 4 treats the same problem as in chapter 3 but now the model
only includes unitaries that commute with one another; this is also called mul-
tiple phase estimation. The results are quite different than those of chapter
3:

1. The QCRB is attainable for any input state, including separable ones.

2. For any input state, there is a separable one with the same QFI.

3. The QCRB is attainable with LOCC measurements.

This implies that in this problem there is practically no advantage in using
entanglement both in the input state and the measurement.

In chapter 5 the problem of estimating SU(d) operations is also studied.
However, this time it is assumed that one has N copies available at the same
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time. Now one can use entanglement between the input states of the different
copies. If no entanglement were used the QFI would scale as N. It is shown
that the QFI depends only on the average symmetrized two-copy reduced
density matrix of the input state. It is also shown that there is an input
state with a QFI that scales as N2. For that input state there exists a
measurement with a Fisher information equal to the QFI but it depends on
the parameters that need to be estimated in the first place. The so-called
random measurement however, does not depend on the parameter and is
shown to achieve a Fisher information which is half the QFI. This gives some
hope that there will also be estimators based on this measurement, with mean
square error converging to zero at the rate 1/N2. However, this remains an
open problem.

Chapters 2 to 5 contain original results by the author of the thesis. Chap-
ter 3 is based on Ballester (2004b) and chapter 4 is based on Ballester (2004a).
The results of chapters 2 and 5 have been published in the arXiv preprint
server' as Ballester (2005a) and Ballester (2005b) respectively. They have
been submitted for journal publication.

9URL: h ttp:/ /www . arxi v.org/
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Quantum State
Estimation Theory

1.1 Introduction
A central problem studied in quantum state estimation theory is that given
many copies of an unknown quantum system (electrons, photons ...), one
wants to perform measurements on them, and from the data obtained from
those measurements, infer what the system was. This is illustrated in Fig.
1.1.

ww
ww
ww
N copies
of the state

Measurement
Apparatus

Statistician

Measurement
Results

Figure 1.1: The setting in Quantum Estimation.

Estimate
of the state

Basically there are two things that one needs to optimize: what measure-
ment to perform, and how to analyze the data to produce an estimate. But
first one needs to formulate more precisely the mathematical definitions of
the different components of the figure.
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1.2 States and measurements
In this section the definition of a quantum state density matrix and of a
quantum measurement will be given. These definitions will not be the most
general ones, but they will be enough for the purposes of this thesis, and are
close to the ones given in Nielsen and Chuang (2000). For a more general
treatment see the classic book by Holevo (1982) or the more recent review
paper by Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2003).

1.2.1 Density matrix
In quantum mechanics a quantum state is described by a density matrix on
a Hilbert space. In this thesis, only finite dimensional Hilbert spaces will be
considered.

Definition 1.2.1 (density matrix). A density matrix p on a d dimensional
complex Hilbert space 7-1, called the state space, is a dx d positive semidefinite
(p > 0) matrix that has trace one (tr p = 1). The state is said to be pure
if the matrix projects onto a one dimensional subspace of 7-1, i.e., if p2 = p,
otherwise it is called a mixed state.

Remark 1.2.2. p > 0 implies pt = p.

Example 1.2.3 (Qubit). The simplest interesting density matrix is the one
for the two dimensional Hilbert space C2 , this state is known as the qubit.
The most general density matrix in this case can be written as

P=
1 + 0 a

2

where 9 = (01,02,03) E R3 and al , 0r2, a3 are the well known Pauli matrices

(0 1\ (0 1 0 \
al 0) ' 62 i 0 ) 63 1)

They satisfy aia = äiiL + Ek etjk6k, where eijk is the Levi-Civita antisym-
metric tensor. The condition p > 0 can be translated to 11011 < 1; it is not
hard to check that the state is pure if and only if 1101i = 1.

Therefore, in the two dimensional case, a mixed state can be thought of
as a point inside a ball of unit radius, the Bloch ball, and a pure state as a
point on the surface of the sphere.

The gubit density matrix can be written in another useful way,

1+11011 1 1101111
P nn +2 2

i

=t
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where 14n = (1 ± n a)I2 satisfy ri±n±n = Hin and 11±n1IT. = 0 and

n 0 111011. It is then easy to see that the eigenvalues of p are (1 +11011)12

and (1 11011)12.

Remark 1.2.4. Since pure states are one dimensional projectors, the density
matrix p of a pure state on Cd may be written as p = 10)(0i, with 10) E Cd

and (4) = 1. A mixed state density matrix may be written in a non-unique
way as a mixture of pure states, p = EkpkIthc)(0kI, where pk 0 and

Ek Pk = 1.

1. 2 . 2 Measurements
In quantum mechanics, the theory does not predict the result of a measure-

ment, it only predicts the probability that a certain outcome from a set of
possible outcomes is obtained. A measurement in quantum mechanics is

represented by a Positive Operator Valued Measure (POVM).

Definition 1.2.5 (POVM on a finite dimensional Hilbert space). Let Q be
the outcome space and let A be a a-algebra over Q then a POVM is a mapping
from A to the set of positive semidefinite matrices, M+(1-1),

M : A 4 M(7),
A

which satisfies

1. M(C2) = 1

2. For any countable sequence {A1, A2, . ..} of mutually disjoint elements
of A one has that

M

(oo

U An
n=1

=
00

n=1

M (An),

where the series is convergent.

In this thesis mostly POVMs with a finite number of outcomes are con-
sidered, i.e., Q is a finite set. In that case a POVM is simply a finite set
of d x d matrices /14 with E Q that satisfy Mc > 0 and EcEnmt = 1,
where d = dim(N). Such a measurement is said to be simple or projective if
Mc/141 = See./14i,

>

Ng, e.

M(A),

4



4 Introduction to Quantum State Estimation Theory

If the state of a quantum system is p and measurement M with outcomes
e E 11 is performed on it, then the probability of obtaining a particular
outcome is given by Born's rule

N(p) = tr (1.1)

This means that if one has a large ensemble of identically prepared quantum
systems and performs measurement M on each of them, outcome will be
obtained with frequency N(p).

Therefore, a POVM defines an affine map from density matrices to prob-
ability distributions p tr pA/4, conversely any such affine map can be
represented in the form (1.1).

Example 1.2.6 (Simple Measurement on a qubit). Consider the measure-
ment on C2 with elements

+ m a 1 m cr
= /142 =

2 2
(1.2)

where Until = 1. It is not difficult to check that this is indeed a simple
measurement. The probabilities are

1 + m 0p = tr pMi =

1 p = tr pM2 =
2

2
1 m

The situation can be visualized in Fig. 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Simple Measurement on a qubit.
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51.2 States and measurements

1.2.3 Composite systems, entanglement and purifica-
tions

So far only single systems have been mentioned. In order to do statistics
one needs several copies of a quantum system, therefore one needs a way to
describe the density matrix of a composite system. Quantum mechanics tells
us that if one has two physical systems A and B, with state spaces HA and
NB the state space of the composite system AB is the tensor product of the
state spaces of the component systems, Has 7.007.0. Moreover, if system
A is in state pA and an independent system B in state pB, the composite
system is in state pAB = pA . The generalization of this rule to the case
when there are more than two component systems is obvious. If the states
are pure, pi = (0i ,

i = A, B the state vector of the composite system is
0loyis s loA0/3).10B). Sometimes this will be written as

Now, quantum mechanics also tells us that if 101) and kb') are states of a
given quantum system, then any combination of the type 41) + bre) with
a, b E C and lal2+IbI 2 = 1 is also a possible state of the system. This leads to
the existence of states IIPAD) in a composite system which can not be written
as the tensor product of a state in A and a state in B; this interesting and
widely studied feature of quantum mechanics is called entanglement.

Definition 1.2.7 (pure state entanglement). The state of a pure composite
system Non) HAB is said to be separable if it can be written as 1WAB) =
10) 0 IOB) with 10') E 7-1, i = A, B. A pure state that is not separable is
called entangled.

The following result about bipartite pure states is very useful.

Theorem 1.2.8 (Schmidt decomposition). Let 10AB) E HA 0 7-113 be a pure
state of a composite system AB. Then there exist orthonormal states li A) E
NA and IiB) E NB, such that

IOAs) = ® lin),

where Ai > 0 satisfy Ei = 1.

The general definition of entanglement is based on the fact that a mixed
state can be written as a convex combination (or mixture) of pure state
density matrices.

Definition 1.2.9 (entanglement). The state of a composite system pAB on
HAB is said to be separable if it can be written as a convex combination of
separable pure state density matrices pAB = Ek 14114) micil 0 lor)(or 1. A
state that is not separable is called entangled.

®

= 10) =

E AiliA)

E

=



6 Introduction to Quantum State Estimation Theory

Example 1.2.10 (Singlet State). Let {10), I1)} be an orthonormal basis of
C2. Consider now the following state on C2 0 C2:

10) 11) 11) 10) 101) 110)

-V2

It is not difficult to check that this state can not be written as 101) 102)0
with I.0) E C2, i = 1,2. This is the so called singlet state.

Next, the definition of a purification will be given,

Definition 1.2.11 (Purification). Let p be a density matrix on a Hilbert
space 7-1. Let k be another Hilbert space and 10) E 0 K. If trk 111)(01 =
p, where trk means partial trace1 over system IC, then 10) is said to be a
purification of p.

It is not hard to see that it is always possible to purify a state. Let p
be a density matrix on a Hilbert space 71, let {pi, , pd} and 111),
where d = dim(71), be its eigenvalues and eigenvectors respectively, then p
may be written as

= PkIkXkl.
k=1

Let IC be any Hilbert space with dimension d' > d and lei), , led,) be any
orthonormal basis of IC, then the vector 10) E 7-1 0 IC, defined as

NJ) = virklk) lek),
k=1

is a purification of p; indeed

tr kb) (01 = trK E lek)
k,I=1

Vlikpllk)(lbtr(lek)(e11)
k,I=1

= >2pklkxkl =
k=1

ILet 100,102) E 71 and 100,102) E K, then the partial trace over system K is defined by

trx[101)(021 0 101)(021] = 100(021 tr(101)(021) = (02101)101)(021,

plus the requirement that the partial trace be linear in its input.

N/

, Id)),

VTrilk) (11

= E

P

P

0

0

0



1.2 States and measurements 7

1.2.4 Operations
The evolution of a closed quantum system is described by a unitary quantum
operation. Let 8(7-1) be the set of all density matrices on Hilbert space N,
then a unitary quantum operation is a map U : S(7-1) * 8(7-), p 1-4 1.1(p) =
UpUt, where U is a dx d unitary matrix and d = dim(9-1). It is worth
noticing that U does not change the eigenvalues of p and therefore if p is a
pure state, then so is 1.1(p).

A more general quantum operation is any affine map E which sends den-

sity matrices to density matrices and which is completely positive. Com-
pletely positive means that for any finite dimensional k and any positive
operator2 A on HO /C, (6 01)(A) must be positive. It is a theorem that any
quantum operation can be represented as

n

E(p) = E EkpEtk
k=1

for some set of matrices {E1, ... , En} satisfying Enk=1 EtkEk = 1. This is the

so called operator sum representation .
It is important to keep in mind that the operator sum representation

is not unique, i.e., there may exist a second set of matrices {F1, ... , Fm}
satisfying Ekm 1 vk = 1 so that

n in

E EkpEtk= E FkpFi! , V p E S(7-1).
k=1 k=1

1.2.5 Instruments
In section 1.2.2 we have studied measurements, they produce classical data
from a quantum state, these data are distributed according to a probability
distribution given by Born's rule (1.1), this situation is represented on Fig.
1.3

However, measurements do not tell us what happens with the state after
the measurement. On the other hand we have quantum operations. These
transform the quantum state but extract no classical data from it, as shown
in Fig. 1.4. Instruments extract classical data from the state and also tell us
how the state transforms given the outcome obtained (Fig. 1.5).

An instrument can be specified by writing down a collection of matrices
Ntk satisfying

EE
tEO k

Nt N 1a eic 7

26 can be extended to arbitrary selfadjoint matrices by demanding linearity.

=



8 Introduction to Quantum State Estimation Theory

tr(p/IM

Figure 1.3: Quantum state comes in, classical data go out.

Figure 1.4: Quantum state comes in, quantum state goes out.

where E C2 are the possible outcomes of the instrument. The matrices

WA() = E NkArek,

may be considered the elements of a POVM. Given an input state p, the effect
of the instrument is that with probability p(Ip, AT) = tr pM (Ar) outcome
is obtained and the state is transformed to

AT (PI) =
Ek

p(IP, Ai)

NtkpNk

1.2.6 Measurements on several copies of a quantum
system

Suppose one has N copies of a d-dimensional quantum state whose density
matrix is p, the N copies as a whole have a density matrix equal to p®Ar .

Collective measurements

The most general measurement one could perform is described by a POVM
whose elements are dN by cliv positive semi-definite matrices. These are the
so called collective measurements, the situation is the one represented in Fig.
1.1. Physically, it means that individual systems are allowed to interact
before they are measured.

E(P)

e

-

rs,

p-,................. C. ,--,..--,..

k

72.

e



91.2 States and measurements

Al(p L>c)

E r-

Figure 1.5: Quantum state comes in, quantum state and classical data go
out.

Separable measurements

A second type of measurements is the set of separable measurements. This
kind of measurements is defined as the measurements whose elements can be
written in the following form,

(1) (N) (s)m >
(1.3)

i.e., they are sums of tensor products of positive semidefinite operators. This
kind of measurements does not have a clear physical meaning, but they con-
tain the measurements that can be performed with local operations and
classical communication, LOCC, which will be explained below. Bennett
et al. (1999) have shown that there are separable measurements which are
not LOCC. However, because they have a simple mathematical definition,
separable measurements are very useful for calculations.

LOCC measurements

In contrast to separable measurements, LOCC measurements have a clear
physical meaning but there is no simple mathematical characterization of
them. As has been mentioned before, LOCC means that these measurements
can be performed with local operations and classical communication, i.e. they
can be thought of as having one experimenter per copy of the system, each of
them may perform measurements (possibly more than once) on his/her own
copy and they are allowed to talk to each other and use the information they
get to decide how they are going to proceed. The situation is represented in
Fig. 1.6. Actually the squares with the letter M inside in Fig. 1.6, are not
measurements but instruments since one needs to know how the individual
quantum systems are transformed.

... , u



10 Introduction to Quantum State Estimation Theory

Figure 1.6: An LOCC measurement, straight lines represent classical com-
munication and wavy lines represent quantum objects.

Adaptive measurements

A special case of LOCC measurements, which is very important in practice,
are the so called sequential or adaptive measurements. They are relevant
when all copies of the state are not available at once but one at a time. In
that case the experimenter has the possibility of using the data obtained
from the first k 1 copies to choose the measurement that will be performed
on the kth copy. The situation is represented in Fig. 1.7.

Separate measurements

If no communication between the experimenters is allowed the measurement
is called separate. In this case the outcomes are independent random vari-
ables. The situation is represented in Fig. 1.8. An even more restricted class
of measurements are separate measurements where the same measurement is
performed on every copy.

We have seen that when one has several copies of a quantum system (as
is the case in quantum statistics) there are several things one can do (see
Fig. 1.9). Collective measurements are in general more difficult to perform

1' copy of p

2" copy of p

Nth copy of p

Statistician



1.3 Classical statistics 11

Figure 1.7: An adaptive measurement

in a laboratory than a simple separate measurement. On the other hand, in
some cases, collective measurements are known to perform better than any
separable measurement. Therefore, it is important to study what can be
gained (if anything) by using the more difficult collective measurements so
that the experimenter can decide whether it is worth to use them or not.

1.3 Classical statistics
In the previous section, we have learned that quantum mechanics does not
predict the result of a measurement, given a state, it predicts the probability
of obtaining a given outcome.

In what follows it is assumed that the density operator is smoothly para-
metrized by 0 E e c RP, i.e. we have the smooth map p : M, 0 p(0),
where M is the set of all density matrices in the model.

If measurement Al with outcomes in ft is performed, the resulting proba-
bility distribution will also be parametrized by 0, since, applying Born's rule
(1.1)

pt(0,M) = tr p(0)Mt. (1.4)

18t copy of p

2nd copy of p

Nth of

Statistician

0 -- 1
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Statistician

Figure 1.8: A separate measurement

With an appropriate measurement on many copies of our quantum sys-
tem, we can in principle estimate 0 and therefore p. What do we mean by
an appropriate measurement? One answer to this question could be that
an appropriate measurement is one that makes the probability distributions
generated by p(0) and p(0 + 5) as "different" as possible. For example, the
measurement with elements M1 = 1/2, M2 = 1/2 generates the same prob-
ability distribution for any quantum state and therefore gives no information
about it. Of course this measurement is not very smart, it can be inter-
preted: "Toss a fair coin, if heads comes out do nothing, if tails comes out do
nothing". Measurements more informative than the one just described can
certainly be found, but which one is the most informative? We will try to
answer this question3 more precisely later on, now we continue by defining
how "different" two probability distributions are.

3Actually, we will also pose this question more precisely.

1" copy of p

2" copy of p

Nth copy of p
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Collective D Separable D LOCC D Adaptive D Separate.

Figure 1.9: Hierarchy of Measurements.

1.3.1 Overlap and Fisher information
Let p and q be two probability distributions with the same outcome space SI
(and assume 1Q1 < oo), define the following squared distance between them

d2H(p,q) = E(svir 1.7V = 2(1 E 2(1 F(p, q)),

tE0

where F(p,q) is the overlap between p and q. dll is often called the Hellinger
distance between the probability distributions p and q. It is just the L2
distance between the root probability densities. It is not difficult to check
that it satisfies d2H(p, q) < 2, with equality if and only if pm = 0, V E Q.

Given a measurement, it is an easy exercise to calculate the squared
distance between the probability distributions corresponding to two close by
quantum states. The result is

1 P
d2H[p(0, M), p(19 + Al)] = E Af).06.(50 + 0(II5112)), (1.5)

4

where p is the number of parameters and 1(0, M) is the Fisher information
matrix defined in the following way:

1(0, M).0 = Eo (Oa ln pt (0 , M)ao ln pt (0 , M))

OaR(0, M) (1.6)

N(0, M)tEn+

=
4E12

(5, 1(0,

_
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where aa means partial derivative with respect to Oa and SIF = E S2 :

tr p(0)Me 01. In the previous equation a, lnN(9, M) are thought of as
random variables through their dependence on

The following lemma will be useful:

Lemma 1.3.1. Let M be a POVM, assume

I. Pi < oo

2. pc(0,M) is continuous,

3. 0pc(0,M) exist and are continuous,

then Eoac, lnN (0 , M) = 0.

Proof. Since N(6 M) > 0 and N is continuous and its first derivatives exist
and are continuous, MO, M) = 0 implies aapc(9, M) = 0 and therefore,

lEea, M) = E N(0).0,31nrk(9) = E 5,3,(0)
ten+

0,3R(0) = ô1 = 0.
ES2

(1.7)

0
Under the conditions of lemma 1.3.1 one can also write the expression for

the Fisher information as

, M) = Var ln M), (1.8)

where a ln , M) is the vector of partial derivatives of Ink (0, M).

Example 1.3.2 (Fisher information of (1.2)). It is a simple exercise to calcu-
late the Fisher information matrix corresponding to the measurement (1.2),
it is

so that

1(0,11/)o = 7717710
(1.9)

(in 5)2 + 0(116112). (1.10)d2H[p(0, M), p(0 + 5, (in 0)2)

Notice that this,measurement does not distinguish between p(0) and p(0 +5)
if m and 5 are orthogonal. This is due to the fact that 1(0 , is singular.

{e

e.

E

N(0,

-- (in 0)2

An] 7 8(1 .

0

ten+

=

1
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Fisher information for separate measurements

Let M be a separate measurement on N copies of a quantum system p. Since
M is separate, it can be written as

where = , &I, and ei E c2i is the measurement outcome of m(0

which is a measurement on a single copy of p. In that case, the measurement
outcomes are independent random variables which is easy to see since

pc(0,m) = tr[p(e)®ni] = tr p(0)42 = Hp(tii) (9, mo)).
i=1 i=1

Using the previous equation and Eq. (1.8) one gets that

go, = E /() (.9 , m(0).
i=1

In particular if the same measurement m(0 is performed on every copy,
I (0, M) = N 1(1) (0 m(1))

Fisher information for separable measurements

Separable measurements contain separate measurements (Fig. 1.9), therefore
if one wants to maximize Fisher information, it should be better, at least in
principle, to use separable measurements.

Next it will be shown that for every separable measurement M on 7-ON

there is a measurement m on 7-1, such that repeating m on every copy of p,
achieves a Fisher information larger than or equal to the Fisher information
of M . This would mean that, again at least in principle, it is not necessary
to perform the most general separable measurement.

The elements of the most general separable POVM are given by Eq. (1.3),
this measurement can be refined to obtain a measurement

A = mg) ® . mr, in(cV 0, (1.11)

which has a Fisher information larger than or equal to the Fisher information
of the original measurement. Next it will be shown that there is a measure-
ment m on one copy of p which, if repeated on every copy, achieves the same

N

i=1

e

0 >

A f = In(e12 ,

{-6,



16 Introduction to Quantum State Estimation Theory

Fisher information as (1.11). In what follows the indexes (e, i) are replaced
by a single index e.

The Fisher information matrix of the measurement (1.11) (with the new
index) has elements,

tr[(p®N),AM tr[(poN),"]
tr A

=EE tr[pm(:)] tr[p,m?)] tr[p,smr] tr[pmr]

tr[p,rm] tr[p,sm(s)]
-HEE tr[pmn 6 ... tr[pmr]

3 tr[pmr]

tr[p,m(s)] tr[p em(s)]=EE tr[p4)]
t:[p7748)1-

...tr[pmr]

=
tr[p"M] tr[p,c,m?)] tr[pd3m(is)]

4 tr [pmr] tr[pmr]

where I have used the fact that

EE 11) ]tr[pm trip tr[p,pmr] tr[pmn

=EE tr[Me(PO 0/9,0 0...0p)] = O.
so.9'

Consider now the measurement in on 7-1 with elements

1 tr[p®NMd (s)= trg[111e(e(s-1) 1 pow-8N
N tr[prn(ts)]

where tr.§ means partial trace with respect to all copies of ?I except the sth
one. The Fisher information of such a measurement is

0(.7,)=E tr[p,aiiits] tr[poffit.]
tr [pint.]

tr[p"M] tr[permr] tr[ppm(1]

N tr[pmr] tr[pmr]

a(73) (M)

N '

= E
.

( 48'

.

(

.

c 80.'

... p,a

,
4

/!!;)(A,f)

E E
a

. . . .

ma
N

Ca

=
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which is what I wanted to prove.
This all seems very nice, however there is a problem: if one looks at the

form of the measurement on one copy of p, it is easy to notice that this
measurement is dependent on p, which would make it useless in practice.
Indeed, one would need to know the true value of 0 in order to know what
the optimal measurement is. Nevertheless, this problem can be solved in
many practical situations with the following scheme:

1. Choose any informationally complete measurement' on one copy and

perform this measurement on an asymptotically vanishing fraction of
the copies (e.g. VW). From this first part one gets an initial, rough

estimate of the parameter, call it 9o

2. On the rest of the copies perform the measurement which is optimal at

00.

This means that asymptotically, this simple adaptive scheme would be

enough and there would be no need for a more complicated LOCC or sepa-

rable measurement.

1.3.2 The classical Cramer-Rao bound
When a measurement is performed on a quantum system, one obtains data
and from that data, one is supposed to infer the density matrix of the system,
i.e., the value of the parameter 0. This is done by means of an estimator.

Definition 1.3.3 (Estimator). An estimator is a function 0 : II * 0 CRP,
1* Be from the space of outcomes to the parameter space.

Of course, one would like to process the data in the best possible way,
that is, with the smallest possible error, i.e. one wants to use the estimator
with the smallest possible mean square error matrix V, defined as

V (0, 0, M) = E0(0 0)(0 0)T,

or, more explicitly,

V(0, 0, M)ap = E tr[p(0)/14] (do 0)(00
tEn

One would like to have, for a fixed measurement, an estimator with the
smallest possible mean square error. For the time being the search will be
limited to a class of estimators called unbiased.

4An informationally complete measurement M,is a measurement such that there is a one
to one relation between p and the probability distribution tr(pM4).

00).

c
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Definition 1.3.4 (Unbiased estimator). An estimator is said to be unbiased
if its expectation is equal to the truth everywhere, i.e., if

lEooa = E tr[p(0)M]Ôa = 0, VO E e,
CES1

otherwise it is called biased.

Remark 1.3.5. It is clear that the unbiasedness of an estimator depends also
on the measurement, therefore sometimes I will also speak about unbiased
measurement and estimator pair.

For this type of estimator the Cramer-Rao bound holds.

Theorem 1.3.6 (Cramer-Rao bound). Let M be a POVM, let 0 be an un-
biased estimator of 0. Assume

I. Pi < oo,

2. 0N(0) exists and is continuous,

then the variance of 0 is bounded from below by the inverse of the Fisher
information

v (6 , , Al) > go, M)-1,

this means that V(0,0, M) 1(0, M)' is a positive semidefinite matrix.

This is not the Cramer-Rao bound, it is a less general version with more
conditions than actually necessary. It is however enough for the purposes of
this thesis, for a more general treatment see for example the book by Bickel
and Doksum (2001).

Proof. Since 6 is unbiased one has,

E Ocapt(e) = ea,
cEs-1

EOcaNp,(0) =
CES1

Furthermore, since NM> 0 and its first derivatives exist and are continuous,
p(0) = 0 implies ac,N(0) = 0, therefore the following also holds,

E ocap,(0) = ea,
cEst+

E eaaoc(0) = oco,
eEsi+

ö.
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where SI+ = {e E : p(0) > 01. It follows that

E (4a(90N(0) = E O40R(0) aoln N(9) = 50.
ES/-F

Using lemma 1.3.1 one has that

E pe(0) (do ec,)[a, ln pc (0) E ln pe (0)) = 80,

m-2+

or written in matrix form,

Cov 0 (0)] =

where again 0 ln N(O, M) is the vector of partial derivatives of lnN(0). Ap-

plying now the inequality

Cov(X, Y)2 < Var(X) Var(Y),

which is a consequence of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, and Eq. (1.8) one

obtains the sought for relation.

In particular if one has N copies of a system and performs the same

measurement M on each copy, the CrAmer-Rao inequality becomes,

v(N) (O , 6 >

1.3.3 Asymptotic optimality of the maximum likeli-
hood estimator

In the previous section a bound on the variance of all unbiased estimators,
the Cramer-Rao inequality, has been proven. However the class of unbiased

estimators is too restrictive, in most practical situations one deals with bi-
ased estimators. Gill and Levit (1995) used a multivariate extension of an
inequality due to van Trees (1968) to prove a more general bound. They

proved that, under some regularity conditions, if V/7"(0' 0) Z(0) then

Var Z(0) > I (0)', (1.12)

where "" means convergence in distribution and 1(0) is the Fisher in-
formation. This means that the variance of the limiting distribution of any
"regular" estimator satisfies the Cramer-Rao inequality. The Maximum Like-
lihood Estimators (MLE) defined below, are known to saturate (1.12) under
some regularity conditions.

eES2+

0

1(0, Alr
M)

WI+

I,
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Definition 1.3.7 (Maximum Likelihood Estimator). Let Er, ... ,EN be inde-
pendent identically distributed (i.i.d) random variables with probability mass
function PrP = = N(0). The MLE is defined as

OMLE = argmax 1 In pz, (0).N

In many practical situations the MLE is the solution of the equations

1
= O.N

i=1

We have seen that for any separable measurement M, there is a separate
measurement which has a Fisher information greater than or equal to the
Fisher information of the original measurement. Unfortunately this sepa-
rate measurement may depend on the true value of the parameter even if
the original separable measurement did not. In order to try to overcome
this problem, a two-step adaptive strategy was described, the second part
of which consists of an i.i.d. model (conditioned on the first part). These
facts make it plausible that one just needs to concentrate on optimizing the
Fisher information of a measurement on a single copy of the state and use
this adaptive strategy together with the MLE. In fact this strategy will be
shown to work well in the estimation of the spectrum of a density matrix.
One may hope that for collective measurements it is also enough to look for
measurements which maximize the Fisher information and use the MLE.

1.4 Quantum statistics

1.4.1 Fidelity and quantum Fisher information
In practice one learns something about a quantum state by performing an
appropriate measurement on it and analyzing the measurement results. In
the same way, if one has two quantum states one can distinguish them by
performing an appropriate measurement on both of them and comparing
their measurement results. Thus, it makes sense to define a distance between
density operators as the maximum over all measurements of the Hellinger
distance between the probability distributions generated by the two states,
i.e.,

d B(0, P') = mpix d H[P(P, M),

E
i=1

Oc, ln pE, (0)
11

p(p' , 20.
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If the states p and p' are pure with state vectors lo and 0) respectively,
it is quite easy to show that

max dx[P(10)(01, /14.),.73(0)(01, M)] = 2(1 MOM,

in fact, this is equivalent to showing that

1(00 (1.13)

The proof of (1.13) is based on a simple application of the Cauchy-

Schwartz inequality,

F[p(10)(01, Af)] = E Vommckb)(cbmio)

= E VoN kbe) woo,
eEn

where WO = V71/TIO) and i(h) = Afilidcb). The next step follows from
applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,

F[P(10)(01, M), (Cbl, M)} E !woo I
Es/

= kowdo
CEn

> E(01Mil0)
EEn

= I(01)1.

Now, one just needs to show that there exists a measurement that achieves
this limit. It is easy to check that the following POVM consisting of two

elements M1 = 0)(01 and M2 = a 10)
(M, achieves equality. The quantity

1(010)1 is called the fidelity between 10) (?,d and 10)(01 and it is denoted by
Y(10)(0,1)(0. The fidelity is the quantum analogue of the overlap.

For the general case Fuchs (1995) showed that

Yu), = mm F[p(p, A l), p(p' M) = r VI/5 VT),

which means that the corresponding distance

c/B(P, = dif [P(P, M), M)] = V2(1 tr

which is the well known Bures distance.

(1.14)

(1.15)

Al

min F[p(ItP) (0,
Al

Iti),MOX(1511 An] =

Eil

p') ,

p') Inpx , 115 pVT)),
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Example 1.4.1 (Fidelity between qubit density matrices). Let p and p' be
two qubit density matrices.

1.+0.o- 11.+0'o-
P 19/ =

2 2

The matrix A = VT) p' 05 is positive semidefinite, let al and az be its eigen-
values, then

.F(P, d)2 = (tr N/A)2 = al + az + 2N/c/,2 = tr A + 2-vaet-71.

It is easy to calculate tr A and det A, indeed tr A = tr pp' = (1 + 0 . 0') and
det A = det pdet p' = (1 110112)(1 11191112)/16. The final expression for the
fidelity in the two dimensional case is

=
1 + 0 6P + Vi II01120 11012 (1.16)

2

Suppose now, that one has a state parametrized by 0 E e C RP. In section
1.3.1, the Hellinger distance between probability distributions generated by
two close by quantum states was calculated. Next, the same thing will be
done for the Bures distance, i.e.

d2B(p(0), p(0 + cb)) = 2(1 tr \Ip(0)1I2 p(0 + 0)p(0)112)

will be calculated for small 0 up to second order assuming p(0) > 0.
The zeroth order term is of course 0. For the other two some more work

is needed. Define

A(0, 0) = I p(0)112 (0 + 0) p(0) 112,

take the square of this equation and take the derivative with respect to 0a

8A(0, 0) A(0 , 0) + A(0,0) ao. A(0, = p(0)1I2 kp(0 + 0)p(0)112,

now evaluate at 0 = 0 and multiply from the left and from the right with
p(0)-1/2 to obtain

where

Ac,(0) p(0) p(0) Ac,(0)
2

(

(1.17)

A,(0) = 2p(0)-1/2 kA(0,0)10=0 p(0)-112 (1.18)

= ,

n'

= ao.p(0)

F(I),
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are the symmetric logarithmic derivatives (SLD). By taking the trace of
(1.17) one gets

(90. dB(p(0), p(0 + 0)) I0=0 = 2 tr[k A(9, c)lo=o] = 0.

The second derivatives are also needed. Taking the second derivatives of
A(0 , O)2 one gets

too.A(0, 0) A(0 , + A(0 , 0) aL50A(0 , 0)

+ aoA(0, 0) apo A(0 , 0) + 50,A(0, q5) kA(0A(0,0)

= p(0)112 a2kop(0 + ,

evaluating at q5 = 0, multiplying by p(0)-' and taking the trace one obtains

2 tr[to0A(0 , 0)10=o1+

tr (PM- p(0)112 A(0)p(0)112 p(0)112 0(0)p(0)1/2

2 2

p(0)1. 2 A (0) p(9)112 P(0) 1/2Act(e),0(0)1/2

2 2

or
tr[aL60A(0, 0)10=01 = 711 H0(0)

where

Hold) = Re tr p(0)A(0))9(0). (1.19)

Putting things together

4 [p(0), P(O + = 7,1 E Homo.* + COIF).
cri3

The analogy between the previous equation and Eq. (1.5) is evident. The
positive semidefinite matrix H(0) is the quantum Fisher information (QFI).
Eq. (1.20) is basically the result obtained by Hiibner (1992). Rewriting (1.20)
in terms of the fidelity one gets

(1.20)

= 1 Ha3(0)45a15,3 + 0(110112).
8

Eq. (1.18) is obviously not valid unless p(0) is strictly positive definite.
For the general case, the SLDs are defined as a selfadjoint solution to (1.17).
It is easy to see that the SLDs are not uniquely defined by (1.17). Indeed
for Itk) E ker[p(0)], Aa(6)17,b) can be taken to be anything. However the QFI
does not depend on the choice for the SLD, and Eq. (1.20) is still valid in
the general case.

(1.21)

0

0))

1

Y[1(0), p(O +
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Example 1.4.2 (Quantum Fisher information for the qubit).
Using Eqs. (1.15), (1.16) and (1.20) one gets (after some work)

000
Hal3= (5a13 + 1 11°112; a' '3 E 11' 2' 31.

The expressions for the symmetric logarithmic derivatives and the quan-
tum Fisher information become simpler in the case of pure state models
p(0) = kb(0))(0(0)I. Taking the first derivatives of the equation p2 = p one
gets

a.P = 002
= aaP P+ P aaP

(2aaP)P+ P(2aaP)
2

and comparing this equation with (1.17) one can read out Aa = 200. The
quantum Fisher information then becomes

Ho = Re tr pAQAp = Re(OIA)pP) = Re(//,3),

where I/a) = Ac,10) are the horizontal lifts which can be calculated as

Ila) = Aa = 28./010) = 2(18.0) + (a.7,b1010)). (1.22)

The horizontal lifts have a simple geometric interpretation. Suppose one
has a pure state model parametrized by 0 E e C R. For simplicity, the
parameter has been taken to be one dimensional. Denote the set of all state
vectors by 7-1 = {10(0))10 E el and the set of all density operators by
S(N) = (p(0)10 E 8). State vectors and density operators are related by
the map 7r : kb) krP)(01, 7-1 4 8(7-1). This map is many to one since
7r (10) ) = r(eu/0)) where is an arbitrary real phase. This means that
71--1(po) is a circle in 7-1 and that a curve in S(N) s mapped through 7r to
a tube in 7-1. Conversely all curves that lie on the surface of the tube, are
mapped through 7r to the curve in S(N). Then out of all curves P()) E
satisfying 10(0)) and 7(10(0))) = p(0) (p(0) is a given curve in S(7-1))
there is a mini curve 1*(0)), defined as the one that at every 0 goes from
the circle 7r" the circle 71-"(p(0-1-60)) using the shortest path. 11(0))

libs)

is a vector pointing in the direction of that shortest path.

The following property of the quantum Fisher information is very useful
in quantum statistics. Suppose one has N copies of a quantum state, i.e. the

1-1

=

to

-
,

i-
0
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Figure 1.10: Geometric interpretation of the horizontal lift.

model is of the form p(0)iv, let H(N)(0) be its quantum Fisher information,
then the following holds.

H(N)(0) = N (0)

The proof of this statement is not hard. One possibility is to use Eq. (1.17)
to show that the symmetric logarithmic derivatives are,

N
A(N) E i.(s_i) ® AI ®

s = 1

and then use Eq. (1.19). Another possibility is to check that ..r cor,pn=
F(Pi, and therefore,

.F[p(0)®iv, p(O + dO)N] = .F[p(0), p(0 +

= [1 gi E H(1)(0)080,(500 + 0(1150112)r

N= 1 - 8 E H(1)(0)Q060a60, + 0(1160112),
a0

from which one can read out the desired result.

1.4.2 Braunstein and Caves information inequality
In the previous sections, the Fisher information and the quantum Fisher
information have been defined. They both arose in a natural way when
studying the distance between infinitesimally close probability distributions
and density operators respectively. In this section it will be shown that they
are related through an inequality due to Braunstein and Caves (1994).

IT

p(04-60)

lovv-s),

6°AN

a0

p(e)

=
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Theorem 1.4.3 (Braunstein and Caves information inequality (BCII)).
Suppose one has a density matrix p in a d-dimensional Hilbert space pa-

rametrized by a p-dimensional real parameter 0 E 0 C RP, then for any
measurement M the following holds,

1(0, M) < H(0), (1.23)

where I and H are the Fisher information and quantum Fisher information
respectively.

Note that this is a matrix inequality, it means that H(0) 1(9, M) is a
positive semidefinite matrix.

Corollary 1.4.4 (Quantum Cramer-Rao bound). Let 0 be an unbiased esti-
mator of 0. From theorems 1.3.6 and 1.4.3 it follows that under the regularity
conditions of theorem 1.3.6 the following inequality holds

V (0 0, M) > H(0)-1.

This theorem is due to Helstrom (1976).

Proof of theorem 1.4.3. It suffices to prove that for any x E r

xaI(e, m.)pxo xhr(o)oxp,

where use has been made of the Einstein's summation convention. In what
follows dependence on 0 and M will be omitted. We have

= xa aapm, tr 8/3p.M.
xa/apxp Xo; S2+ = E : tr 01

tr pM

Re(tr pMt)) Re(tr pM4A0)
= Xet

tr pMcol+

(Re tr pMeA)2
= ( here A = xaAa)tr Oft

CES2+

E Itr pM0I2

ecz+

= E

trpM

tr kr,112412)(p1)2A412)t]l2

trpM

<

tr

Xp

<

0

tens

,
tg

'
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tr pMc tr pAA4A< Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
tr pA4i

cEs2+

5_ E tr pAMcA
tEu

tr pA2

= xaHoxp,

which is what needed to be proven. 0

The conditions for equality here are three, which can be read out from

the proof,

Im tr p/lA A = 0 e c Q+

aoh/24/2 = boh/2A4/2 aol) E C; e St+

E tr pAA4A = 0,
eEn \ft+

with ac and bt not both equal to zero and for every A of the form xc,/1, with

Xa E R. Therefore these conditions are satisfied if and only if

Im tr p/Vc, = 0
acp11'24/2 bo91/2AA/2

E tr pAM4Ap = 0,
t.ELALL,

E S2+

a,bEC; E S2+
(1.24)

for every a and /3. The second condition in (1.24) implies <Laic = bt tr pA.ME,
since e E C2+ one has that R 0 and therefore bt can not be zero (otherwise
ck would have to be zero as well). Furthermore, the first condition implies

that ae/be must be real. Then the second condition becomes
pi/2A.4/2

Co91/24/2 for some q E R and e E 0+. Since p1/2A Af1/2(,.,1/2 Aii.12\t
CC t ky ,,ct,,.. 1

a non-negative matrix and the third condition implies that its trace is zero
\e C24.. Usingfor e E ft \ St+, it must be true that ph12AQM

o = 0 for E S-2

the same argument, one gets that pi/24/2 = 0 for e E n \ 12+, so it is also

true that ph/2Aa4/2 co1/24/2 for some q E IR and e E S-2 \ Q+. Thus,

the three conditions (1.24) imply

v2 AA412 coo 412
P E Q, E R . (1.25)

Conversely, if Eq. (1.25) is satisfied then so are the three conditions (1.24).

;

=

E

j.

c

=

eA.puc

=

1
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An example of attainability of the BCII

The Braunstein and Caves inequality is not always attainable. This is a
quantum effect, in general there is no measurement that allows one to es-
timate all parameters simultaneously with the maximum possible accuracy.
However in some simple cases, like the one shown below, this is possible.

If in a model the symmetric logarithmic derivatives commute with one
another one can achieve the bound by measuring in the basis where all of
them are diagonal, i.e. the elements of the POVM will be projectors into the
one dimensional subspaces defined by the common eigenvectors. This can be
shown easily. Let 1k) , k = 1,... ,d where d is the dimension of the Hilbert
space, be the basis of common eigenvectors. Then the Fisher information
matrix has elements,

= (kl0plk)(klOpplk)

k=1 (k1P1k)

but Wank) = Aak(kIpIk) therefore

LO = E(kl,olk)Aa,), = tr pk,Ap = Ho.
k=1

Special cases here are models in which [p(01), p(t92)] = 0 and one-parameter
models.

1.4.3 The general problem
At the beginning of this chapter, the problem of quantum state estimation
was briefly outlined, here it will be made more precise. It has already been
mentioned that there are two things to optimize here, the measurement and
the way in which the data from that measurement are processed, i.e., the
estimator. We hope that the second part can be taken care of by using the
maximum likelihood estimator since its asymptotic distribution is (at the
I./VN scale) as concentrated as possible in nice i.i.d. models. We can also
hope, that this picture does not change in the quantum case with measure-
ments on p®N with outcomes that are no longer i.i.d. In other words: we
hope that "The statistician can take care of himself".5

This means that one just needs to choose a measurement that optimizes
the inverse of the Fisher information. This however needs more specification,

5Here I am quoting a talk by Richard Gill.

d

I
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as we have seen. In general there is no measurement Mo such that

1(0, M0) > M),1(0, VM.

The smallest matrix which is larger than all possible Fisher information

matrices, the quantum Fisher information matrix is not achievable by any
measurement6, i.e., in general there is no M so that 1(0, M) = H(0). There-

fore one is forced to choose precisely what one wants to estimate.
Suppose one has N copies of a quantum system, i.e., the model is of the

form p(0)®N and p is a density matrix on H. Let 1(0,9) be a smooth loss
function, i.e., how much one is penalized if one guesses 0 when the truth was
0. Let us expand 1(0,0) in Taylor series with respect to 0 at 0,

1(0,0) = 1(0 , 0) + [01(0 , (e 0) + -21 ("O e)T[021(0,0)](0 6) + 0(0 0112).

Now, since /(0, 0) must have a minimum at a = 0, 01(0,0) must be equal to
zero. Furthermore it makes sense to choose 1(0,0) = 0 though this is not
important since 1(0,0) does not depend on 0 anyway. Let G(0) = 021(0,0),

G(0) is obviously real and positive semi-definite. The expression for the

average loss becomes,

EP(è, 0)] = Tr G(0)V (o, 0, M(N)) + E[o(Ila 0112)1,

where M(N) is a measurement on 1-0N. Trusting the hint from classical
statistics, one expects that for a good estimation strategy

1(0, m(N))-'
(o , 0 , m(N)) _ + o(1 Ar).

The average loss becomes

Tr G(0)I(0,
E[1(0,0)] + o(1IN),

(1.26)

It becomes clear now that for large N it is enough to look at quantities like

C(N) (G , 0) = m(iA Tr G(0)40, M(N))-1jj
and

Cci(G, 0) = isjim NC(N) (G , 0),

C(1)(G, 0) will be written simply as C(G, 0).

6There are exceptions to this as we have seen in section 1.4.2

(1.27)

,

111(N))-1
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The positive semi-definite matrix G(0) is a weight matrix, it assigns
weights to the accuracy of each parameter. The special case G(0) = H(0)
is of particular importance since it corresponds to choosing 1(0,0) = 8(1
.F[p(0),p(0)]), where .F is the fidelity (see Eq. 1.21), i.e., using (1.26) the
optimal average fidelity is expected to satisfy

Inn E [N(1 T[p(o), p(0)])] = 1 Tr (H(0)[lim '
lull

,(1.28)N.00 8 N.00

where the expectation is taken over the outcomes of ON).
An easy lower bound for CQ(G, 0) is given by the Braunstein and Caves

information inequality (1.23),

CQ(G , 0) > Tr[G (0)H (0)1.

The problem of minimizing CQ(G, 0) is clearly a difficult one. One needs
to optimize over a very large space, the space of sets of ndxd positive
semidefinite matrices adding up to the identity in 11 where d = dim(N).
However, since we believe that in most cases there is an estimator satisfying
(1.26), we do have a much easier problem than optimizing over all measure-
ments and estimators. Now we perform an optimization for each 0 separately
optimizing only over measurements.

1.4.4 The Holevo bound
In this section and the following one, the so called locally unbiased (LU)
estimators will be used, first their definition is given. As usual, we have a
model p(0) with 0 E 8 C RP the p-dimensional parameter.

Definition 1.4.5 (Locally unbiased estimator). A measurement estimator
pair (0,M) is said to be locally unbiased at 00 if it satisfies the following

Etk,e = E tr[p(00)M]Oca = 00Q
eEn

ao,E0o.10=00 = E tr[aeap(o)mci 10=9A. =

where Q is the set of possible outcomes, a,8 E {1, 2,... ,p} and p is the
number of parameters.

Locally unbiased estimators, as their name suggests, are unbiased at a
point and close to unbiased in a small neighborhood of the same point. If one

1(0 1)
N

EEC

(50,
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looks again at the proof of the CrAmer-R,ao bound one can see that actually
local unbiasedness is enough to prove the bound at a point. Furthermore the
bound is achievable, i.e.,

min V (0 , 00, M) = A4)-1. (1.29)
LU at Oo

Indeed,

0.. + E goo, Nivo inpe(0o,

is LU at 00 and its variance is equal to IA,
expression for C(N)(G , 0) as

C(N) (G, 0) = min Tr G(0)V (0 , , MN).
N ,o) LU at 0

Now let (O, M) be locally unbiased at 00, let

X°, = E(Oe. 90a)Mc, (1.30)

Using this fact, the

CES-2

with a E {1, ... ,p}. Local unbiasedness at 90 implies that the X's satisfy

trp(00)Xa = 0

tr p(0)10=0,, X a] = Jo.

Let

(1.31)

f[X] = [trio(0o)X0)(0],

clearly F[X] is selfadjoint, then the following holds.

Lemma 1.4.6 (Holevo (1982)).

V(O, 00, M) > F[X] (1.32)

Proof. The proof of this lemma follows from the fact that the matrix A with
elements

Aco = tr [p(00) E ( 00.)1 x.] 00,01 xD1
,cen

= v (0, 00, Al)ao r[xico

is positive semidefinite. 0

goo,
O

oen = AI)

0

Af, [0c, ,
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From the previous lemma, it also follows that V(6,190, M) > F[X]l- and
therefore

V (e, 00, M) > Re r[X].

The previous equation implies that

Tr GV (6, 00, M) > K(G,00, X),

where

K(G, eo, X) min{Tr GW : W is real and symmetric,
W > Re r[x] i Im r[x]}.

Define the set E9i, as the set of all sets {X1, , Xp} of selfadjoint matrices
which satisfy (1.31). In this definition, the X's do not necessarily correspond
to any measurement and estimator through equation (1.30). The Holevo
bound is then defined as

CH(G, 80)
df min K(G,00, X).

Clearly,

C(1)(G, 0) > CH(G,

Now let W = Re F[X] + A to get

K (G, 00, X) = Tr G Re FIX] + minfTr GA : A is real and symmetric,
(1.33)

A > ±i Im [X]}.

The following lemma will prove itself useful.

Lemma 1.4.7 (Holevo (1982)). Let R be a selfadjoint matrix and G real and
positive definite; then

min{Tr GX : Xt = X, X > ±R} = Tr I VGRfal,

and the minimum is achieved for X = dRfal r , where IXI =

Proof. Since X > ±R, then

> ±Nra-Rfa
vtNidx,lov > Ivt,VCRNiavI

..YE-E80

Vxtx

±

...

NraI,/

faxva
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for any column vector v. Let {v1, , vi,} be a basis of eigenvectors of the

selfadjoint matrix VG-RVO and {pi, , pp} be its eigenvalues, then

Tr GX = Tr NidX. = EvI-v-axz'v, > E 14, N/R1,152/0,1
a=1 a=1

= E = Tr IN°11Z1.
a=1

Substituting X = V a , one gets the lower bound and the

only thing left is to show that

VGITIA/GRVGINrol > ±R.

The last inequality is equivalent to Y > ±IYI for the selfadjoint matrix
Y VGRZ, which is obviously true.

Remark 1.4.8. In the previous lemma, if R = iQ where Q is real and
antisymmetric, then the minimizing matrix X is real. Indeed in that case

IZRfal = NZ'QTGQVG.

is the square root of a real positive semidefinite matrix.

Equation (1.33) together with lemma 1.4.7 for R = iIm F[X] give

K(G,00,X)= Tr G Re r[X] + Tr r[x.}N/k

and we have the following expression for the Holevo bound

CH (G , 00) = min {Tr G Re r[X] + Tr IiVGIm F[X]faI}.
xEz-zoo

For pure state models p(0) = 10(0))(0(0)I, it is easy to see that CH de-

pends only on 1x0 = X.,910(00)), then the conditions (1.31) can be rewritten

as

(0(001x.) = 0
Re(lalxa)

8W3'

(1.34)

where WI), ,l/p)} are the horizontal lifts at 00. Let Loo be the space

spanned by the horizontal lifts. Let IA) and Ixa-L) be the components of 1x0)

IR.I

0

=
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in Goo and its orthogonal complement respectively. The conditions (1.34)
now become

(0(9o)Ix-L) = 0

Re(1014) = öas.

We also have that

F[Ix)] = Ror leo)] = [(4;14)1 [(x1Ixils)] r[lx11)] [(414)].
The expression for K Ix)) becomes

K (G , 00, Ix)) = GW : W is real and symmetric,
W Re F[Ix)]

but since r[Ix)] r[IxII)], we have that

K(G, 007 Ix)) C (G 00, !XII))

and

CH(G, 00) = min{ K(G, oo, Ix)) (0(0o)Ixa) = 0, Re(loIx) = 61
> min{ K(G,(G,00,1x11)) l4) E Leo, Re(1,31x11) = 6,0}.

Furthermore, equality can be achieved in the previous equation by choosing
I x E Leo, and the Holevo bound for pure state models can be written as

CH(G , 00) = min{Tr G Re r[lx)] + Tr F[IxVOI Ix.) E Goo,
Re(lpIx0) =

Now let d(G, Bo) be the Holevo bound corresponding to the model
p(0)nN , Hayashi and Matsumoto (2004) proved that

C(/N)(G, 90) CH(G, 0°)
N

where C H (G , 00) = (G , 00), in particular, the previous equation implies
that

CQ(G 0) CH (G , 0).

The reverse inequality has been announced by Hayashi (2003) though full
details of his proof are not yet published. This would imply that for any
model

CQ(G , 0) = C H (G , 0). (1.35)

Next a necessary and sufficient condition for the asymptotic achievability
of Helstrom's quantum CI-Amer-Rao bound will be given.

± i nix))),

>

>

iiN/G'Im :

=

+

:

60).

;

,
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Theorem 1.4.9 (Hayashi (2003)). Assuming (1.35), Helstrom's quantum
Crdmer-Rao bound is achievable asymptotically, i.e.,

CcAG , 0) = Tr G H (0)-1 ,VG > 0

if and only if the matrix J with elements Jo = 1m tr[p(0)A,,Afl] is equal to

zero.

Before proving this theorem an intermediate result is needed.

Lemma 1.4.10 (Holevo (1982)). Let {X1,... ,Xp} and {Ai, . . . , Ap} be two

sets of d x d selfadjoint matrices satisfying

Re tr pX,d9 =

then H = [Re tr pAAA and F[X] = [tr pXaX3] are nondegenerate and satisfy

Re rx > H-1.

Proof Let Xu = /taxa and Av = vcdta, then Re trpXuA = uTv,
where u and v are regarded as real column vectors. Now

[uT (Re r[Xj)u][v-rHvJ = [tr pX] [tr pA!]

= [tr(XuN5)1(X.03)][tr(Av VP)t (Ay A]

[Re tr(Xu Ni)1(AvN/i3)]2

(uTv)2,

with equality if and only if Xu.VT =77W/, for some constant 9.
Putting v = u one gets that for any u 0 both uT(Re F[X])u > 0 and

uTHu > 0 which implies that Re F[X] and H are nondegenerate. Putting
v H-lu one gets that for any u 0, u-1- (Re r[Xpu

Re f[XJ H-1,

with equality if and only if XaN/7 = E0H;Ptp.VP.

> u-rH-iv, i.e.,

Proof of theorem 1.4.9. Because of Eq. (1.35), it is enough to prove that
C (G , 0) = Tr G H(0)1 ,VG > 0 if and only if J = 0.

First it will be proven that if J = 0 then CH(G , 0) = Tr G H (0)-1 . Indeed,

since we know that CH(G, 0) > Tr GH(0)-1, it is enough to give a set of

matrices {X1, , Xp} satisfying the right conditions that achieves this. Such

a set of matrices is
x = E H(0);Pto.

bob

>

>

0

...

E. Ect
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Now the converse statement will be proven. Since, due to lemma 1.4.10,
Re rx > H (0)-1 , it is easy to see that for having CH (G , 0) = Tr G H (0)-' for
any G > 0 both Re = HOY' and Im [X] = 0 must hold. From the
proof of lemma 1.4.10 one gets the condition for having Re r[X] = Hoy',
this condition also implies that Im [X) = H-1H-1-1 must be zero and this
implies that J itself must also be zero. 0
Example 1.4.11 (Holevo bound for a completely unknown mixed qdit). The
Holevo bound is easy to calculate for a mixed state model with all possible
parameters. It is not difficult to see that in this case there is only one set of
selfadjoint {X1, ,Xd2_1} that satisfies the conditions (1.31). This set is
given by

d2 1

X. = E HjAs,
,9=1

so that Re r[x] = 11-', and Im r[X] = 11-1JH-1 and

C H(G 0) = Tr[G H (0)-1 + Tr I H (0)-' J (0)I (0)-1

In particular for G = H,

C H(H , 0) = d2 1 + Tr IH Pr° J (0)H (0)-112I.

This quantity is parametrization invariant, so one may just choose a para-
metrization and calculate CH(H,0), the result of this is

d
lPiCH(H2O) = d2 1+ 2 IPk

k,I=1 Pk + Pt

where {pk} are the eigenvalues of the density matrix, for qubits this formula
reduces to

CH(H,0)= 3 + 2r,

where r is the length of the Bloch vector.

1.4.5 Matsumoto's reduction
As we have seen in the previous section the minimization of tr G(0)/(19, M)'
over all measurements is a difficult problem. However, for pure state models
Matsumoto (2002) reduced the problem of optimizing over all POVMs to
the problem of< optimizing over a fixed number of vectors satisfying some
constraints.

F[X]

,
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Let p(0) = 10(0))(0(0)1 with 0E0C ile be a pure state model, here p is

the number of parameters, P(0)) E 7-1 and 7-1 is a finite dimensional Hilbert
space. Let M be a POVM with outcomes E l, let 0 be an estimator locally

unbiased at 00 and let Ixa) with a E {1, ... ,p} be defined as

Ixa) = E(O0
ES1

then the local unbiasedness conditions can be rewritten in the following way,

Re(lalx,6) = (50,

where 110,) with a E {1, , p} are the horizontal lifts evaluated at 00, then

following holds,

Lemma 1.4.12 (Commuting theorem). Suppose the quantum Fisher in-
formation H(00) is nonsingular, let nix)] = [(xaixo)]. If V(0,0o, M) =
Re fp)] then

Im P[Ix)] = 0, (1.36)

and there exists a locally unbiased simple measurement (Ee, = 0, . . . , p + 1)

and estimator O' which have the same variance as (M, 0) at 00.

Proof. Lemma 1.4.6, for a pure state model, implies that

V(O, 00, M) n[lx)],

this leads to i Im n[Ix)] < 0, which means that the eigenvalues of i Ini nix)]
are real and less than or equal to zero, antisymmetry of i Im Ilk)] implies
that its eigenvalues add up to zero which in turn implies (1.36).

Now let Ho be the quantum Fisher information matrix at 0 = 00 then

F[Ix)] = Rer[Ix)] H-1,

which follows from lemma 1.4.10. Therefore Ilk)] is non-singular and the
vectors lxi), , Ixp) form an independent set. Furthermore since (01x0) = 0

one can apply Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization to the set (10), lxi),
Ixp)) to obtain a system (A), i = 1, ,p + 1) of vectors such that:

10) ibp+i), E A.0143), a
0=1

e

(0Ixa) = 0

,

Ixo) = E (1, . . . ,

0o«)Mdtb(0o)),

...

. .

. .

...
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and since Im r[lx)] = 0 the Aao's can be chosen to be real.
Let 0 = [oij] be a (p +1) x (p + 1) real orthogonal matrix such that:

P+1 p+1

E = E (bp+ily 0,(9+1) o, Vi E {1,...,p+ +11,
j=1 j=1

which is always possible, e.g. the matrix with elements aisi = 8ii 2/(p + 1)
satisfies the necessary conditions for p > 1, for p = 1 one can choose oij =
(-1)i+i/VI

Let lai) = El;_+11oijlbj) then IN) = El;_+11o3ilai) and:

P p+1

IIck) = E A.0 E 0014) = E E A.0okr, lak)
i3=1 k=1

p-1-1

k=1 f3=1

P+1 EP AcoOko p+1. E ' 1,,(aki,' laic) OOP) = ECOL ea)Ek10)-
k=1 k=0

The last line in (1.37) must be seen as a definition of E and On'i which results
in the following expressions for them:

EPoi A.00
O = 0 .

_ 0
+'k. , k E {1,...,p+

(ak kb)

(1.37)

UOc = 0
Ek = lak)(akl, k E {1, ,p + 1}

p+1

E0 = 1 E lak)(akl.
k=1

It is easy to see that (0, M) and (e', E) have the same variance.

Let (10), , lip)) be a system of vectors in C2P+1 satisfying:

NV.) = (olla) = 0

(1.1-6) = (1.1113)

where 10) and {Ili), lip)}
evaluated at On.'

Then the following holds:

Voe,0 E

0

are the state vector and the horizontal lifts

(01 odbi)

P

Ill),

= (010) = 1

{1,...,p},

=
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Theorem (Reduction Theorem.). For any measurement-estimator
pair (M, 0) LU at 0, there is a system of vectors dip)) in C2P+1
satisfying:

such that

(4,17T) o

Re(orio,) = 8,0
MIFF)] = 0

v(M, 0, O) =

(1.38)

(1.39)

here r[I-i-)1 = Conversely, for any system of vectors , lip))

2n C2P+1 satisfying (1.38) there is a measurement-estimator pair LU at 0 in
the original space, such that (1.39) holds. Moreover, this measurement has
only p + 2 different outcomes.

This is very nice, it means that we can simplify the problem of finding

C (G , 0) from looking at all the LU measurement-estimator pairs7 to looking

for p vectors in C2P+1 satisfying (1.38), i.e.:

C (G 0) = mit-4'Fr GF[P] : (2Pria) = hong = 0, Re(.pIL) = 60%1.40)

Furthermore the proof of the theorem also provides a way to find a mea-

surement that achieves the minimum.

Proof For any locally unbiased POVM M on H, there exists a Hilbert space
D N and a projection valued POVM, E on N' that satisfies Me = PEEP

and P projects onto N (Naimark's Theorem). Note that E is also locally
unbiased. Define:

= Deo 9,)Eekb) E 7-1'

It is easy to see that because E is projection valued, we have V(E) =
Re r[Ix')] (here r[Ix')] = [(4,14)]) and fin P(Ix')] = 0. Note that since

E N, PIO = kb) and (PIMEIO) = (OPEePI/G) = (0140) then

Vo(M, 0, O) =E(O0 0,0(9.63 00)(0111410)

= E(Oo ei)(ou 0j)(01Eelo

r[ix)]

0'1)1,

Rif3117a)]. (Iii),

14)

7-e

[TO
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Figure 1.11: First part of the reduction theorem.

Next we map K = spanc(Ilp), Ili), ,Ilp),14), ,14)) isometrically from

7-1' into C2P+1 so that l/P) IQ")) and l/a) 1-4 IL). The image of 14) is denoted
by Then the set , lip)) satisfies:

(iaA = (xid/P) = 0,

Re(islia) = Re(xIall) = oao,
Im FP] = Im qv)] = 0
Re Fp] = Re F[Ix')] = V (M, 0, e),

and the situation is represented in Fig. 1.11. This proves the first part
of the theorem. Notice that with the set lip)) one could apply
the commuting theorem to find a measurement and an estimator on C2P+1.
However what one wants is a measurement on the original space, and the
commuting theorem will be used only at a later stage.

The second part of the theorem still needs to be proven. One needs to
show that for any system of vectors ,14)) E C2P+1 satisfying (1.41)
there is a corresponding measurement in the original space with the same
variance, otherwise one may end up with a minimum in C2P+1 that is not
achievable in the original space.

Take such a system of vectors, now it is possible to map isometrically
sPanc GO), Ill), ,I4)) back to a space 7-1' = (1) 78 such
that ll,b) is mapped back to 10) E 7-1 and IL) is mapped back to l/a) E
Denote by 14) E 7-1' the image of lia). With .14) one can use the

(1.41)

7Actually, because pf Eq. (1.29), the search is only over measurements.
80ne may need to add R. in case that the dim(7-) is smaller than the dimension of
spanc(A,

ric,). ail),

(IiI),

11

N.

, , 17p».

+lip), po,

CIO, ;
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commuting theorem (1.4.12) to construct a simple measurement E on 7C and

an estimator locally unbiased at 00 that will have a variance V (E , 00, 0) =

r[(x')], and p + 2 possible outcomes. Denote by Pn the projection from 7-1'
to 7-1. Then the measurement Mt = PnE" on 71 (which is, at this stage,
explicitly determined) will have the same probability distribution as E9 and

therefore its variance will be equal to 1114. Clearly M also has p+2 possible
outcomes.

Theorem 1.4.14. In pure state models

C(1)(G , 0) = C H (G , 0),

i.e., in pure state models the Holevo bound is achievable already at N = 1.

For a proof of this theorem see Matsumoto (2002).
This theorem implies that, since C(N)(G, 0) = c7 (G, 0), for pure state

models we have that

C(N)(G , 0)
C(1)(G, 0)

N
i.e. in pure state models one can always minimize the asymptotic error with
separable measurements!

(01Afd0 = (01Pu = (01Ed0

0





Chapter 2

Estimating the spectrum of a
density matrix with LOCC

The problem of estimating the spectrum of a density matrix is con-

sidered. It is shown that, asymptotically, LOCC measurements are as
good as collective ones.

PACS numbers: 03.67.-a, 03.65.Wj

Ballester (2005a) is based on this chapter.

2.1 Introduction
Estimating a mixed state density matrix optimally, is a difficult problem. The
problem has been solved for qubits by Vidal et al. (1999), Bagan et al. (2004c)

and by Hayashi and Matsumoto (2004) and it is known that optimal collective
measurements perform strictly better than any LOCC measurement. For

qudits, i.e., mixed states on a Hilbert space of dimension d, not much work

has been done. In this chapter I study a simpler case, the estimation of the
spectrum of a qudit density matrix. This problem has already been studied
from the large deviation point of view by Keyl and Werner (2001) and for
the qubit case by Bagan et al. (2005).

Other problems can be reduced to spectrum estimation:

Estimation of bipartite pure state entanglement. This problem has
been studied for d = 2 by Sancho and Budge (2000) and Acin et al.
(2000).

Estimation of generalized Pauli channel. This problem has been studied

by Fujiwara and Imai (2003) and the depolarizing channel (special case

of Pauli channel) by Sasaki et al. (2002).
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I choose to parametrize the density matrix in the following way:

d-1 d-1

p(p) = EPkIk)(kI + (1 Epoid)(4
k=1 1=1

where p = fpl,...,Pd-11, 0 < pk < 1 for 0 < k < d 1 and Edkili pk < 1.
The quantum Fisher information (QFI) for this model is easy to calculate,

the result is:

6k1 1
Hki = , k,1 E {1,..., d 1}

Pk Pd

where pd = 1 Edif 11 pi, the inverse of H is

Hkil = pk8kz Am, k,1 E {1, ... , d 1}.

This model was presented in section 1.4.2. In that section it was shown
that there is a measurement that achieves the Braunstein and Caves inequal-
ity, the measurement with elements Mk = Ik)(kI. For this measurement the
probabilities are

trp(p)Mk =pk
Now suppose this measurement is performed on N copies of p, let Nk be the
number of times that outcome k was observed, then IN1, ... ,Nd_il have a
multinomial distribution, i.e.,

Pr(Ni = n1, .. , = nd-i) N!

nk=1nkI k=111kik
nd ll

d

where nd = N Edk:11 nk.
The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for pk is

.., NkPk = 7.

This estimator is unbiased and has a variance matrix equal to the inverse of
the QFI divided by N.

This would be the whole story, except for the fact that we have assumed
that the eigenbasis of p is known. If the eigenbasis is not known one can
try to use a two-step adaptive strategy such as the one considered by Gill
and Massar (2000). The idea is to make an initial rough estimate on a
asymptotically <vanishing fraction of the copies, e.g., NA with 0 < pt < 1.
Let a be that initial estimate of p and 100 be its (not necessarily unique)

'
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eigenbasis. On the rest of the copies (N NI') of p, the measurement with
elements Mk = 100(41 is performed.

In the rest of the chapter I will show that this method asymptotically
achieves the quantum Crimer-Rao bound (QCRB), i.e.,

lim N MSE(N) = H-1, (2.1)
N.cx)

with the condition it > 1/2, here MSE(N) is the mean square error based on
this procedure on N copies.

2.2 The MSE in the adaptive scheme
Let Ni = NP and Nf = N NI'. In the second stage, the probabilities are

qk = tr MO(p) = ('ckIP(P)14).

Just as before, let Nk be the number of times that outcome k is observed
and let us estimate Pk as

Nk
Pk =

1 V f

The conditional expectation of this estimator is

Efik = qk)

so that in general it is a biased estimator. The MSE conditioned on the first

rough estimate of p is

qk(5k1

N1
qkql

Ei(15k Pk)031 m)10.1 + (Pk 4k)(Pl

the second term is the square of the bias, the MSE itself is

MSEr = EPE[(j5k Pk)(13k 731)1,71

Since NIN1+ 1 as N oo, basically we need that

lim E[N(qk Pk)(41 PI)] = 0.
N.00

(2.2)

Indeed, if this is true, then it also holds that Cod pk and E[qkqi] pkp.

In the following section a heuristic argument supporting (2.2) will be given
and in the one after that, a rigorous one.

= (11),

-

-
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2.3 Heuristic approach
Suppose for simplicity, that all eigenvalues of p are different, then one expects
that after the first estimate, the eigenbasis of p and the eigenbasis of a are
related by a unitary matrix which is very close to the identity, i.e.,

with

Pk) = Mk),

(
d2-1

U = exp i E ,c,T .= ein.T,

a=1

where {T1, , Td2_1} is a basis of su(d) satisfying tr TaTo = Jo, 77 E Rd2-1
and Pill is small. One can then expand U in Taylor series about 11 = 0,

1U = 1 +in . T -2 (71 T)2 + 0(117/112).

For any decent initial estimation strategy, n is expected to go to 0 as N
at a rate of N,1112 =

The expression for qk is

qk = polo/or,

and

1(110012 = öki (1171 TIk) (kill TI1) 5kl(k1(71 T)21k) + tff tiff II2)

therefore

qk Pk = (k1(7/ T)Perl 71110 Pk(ki(71-.T)21k) +

From the previous expression one can see that since qk -pk depends quadrat-
ically on n and q goes to zero at the rate N-W2, for p, > 1/2 it should hold
that

lim VITT(qk Pk) = 0. (2.3)

The desired result follows from Eq. (2.3).

...

oo
N-42.

+

0(1111112).

N-4co

-

-
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2.4 Rigorous argument
If p = l/d, then any basis chosen for the second stage will give (qk pk) = 0,

so in what follows I assume that p l/d, i.e., p has at least two different

eigenvalues.
First I need to prove the following lemma.

Lemma 2.4.1. Let

P = EML11.,
a=1

c = ESkitPkgtbkil
k=1

where pa 0 pb for a 0 b, 2 < n < d is the number of different eigenvalues and

Ha is a projector onto the eigenspace corresponding to eigenvalue pa, and let

da = tr Ila be the degeneracy of pa, also let

If

then

1. Va, k

= min min ipa pbi > 0.
a bOa

d s(P, or) = Vtr(p o-)2 < 6 < A1+ 4

Sk I V(tbk kbk) 6,

i.e., either pa is close to sk ori1,14) is almost orthogonal to the eigenspace

corresponding to pa.

2. Va 3k such that ipa ski < 6 and Vk 3a such that 1/3a ski < 6, i.e.,

every eigenvalue of a is close to an eigenvalue of p and vice versa. Let

Ma = {k iPa ski < 61 and ma = [Mai > 0. Note that Ma n Mb =

for a 0 b.

3. Let a 0 b, then if k E Mb, then ipa skI> A 6 and

(OkIllakbk)

i.e., if sk is within a distance 6 of pb 0 pa, then ith) is almost orthogonal

to the eigenspace corresponding to Pa

71

A

:

5-

(Pa

0

i
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4. ma = da, i.e., for S small enough, the number of eigenvalues of a within
a distance 5 from pa is equal to the degeneracy of pa.

5. Vk E Ma,

where

IPa (0k1P10k)1 c(p)P,

c(p) =
4(d 1)

.

Proof. 1. The square of the distance between p and a can be written as

d n

dHs(P, a)2 = EDokicpconal(pc)kbk)
k=1 a=1

d n

EE(pa sk)2(okI11alok) 5. 82.
k=1 a=1

Since all terms are nonnegative, this implies that all of them are less
than or equal to 5 and this implies point 1.

2. For point 2, I will only prove the first statement, the proof of the second
is almost identical. Suppose that the opposite is true, i.e., that 3a such
that Vk 1Pa ski > S then

d n

d115(PI Cr)2 = E
k=1 b=1

?E(Pa Sk)2(0kInal0k)
k=1

> S2trfla

i.e., cliis(p,a) > 6 which is a contradiction.

3. IPa ski =, KPa + (Pb sk)I IPa PbI IPb ski ?_ A 5, the
second statement follows from the previous inequality and point 1.

5_

A

=

> (52,
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4.

ma = E (popk) E Kodrialok)
kEAL

= tr fla E (OkIllakkk)
kEMb:ba

A
kEMb:Va

> tr Ha d (6,6 6)2

and since da = tr Ha, we get

rna > da d

Since 6 < A/(1

2

d ( < 1,
A

and since ma is an integer, we have that ma > da. Using the fact that

E. ma = Ea da = d, we get that ma = da.

5. Let a b, and k E Ma

Pa NA/ (Okinbkbk) = (Pa (sk Pb)W01411-4100

5_ ski + Isk pb(100k1HblOk)

{.5041111,10k) + Isk Pb1V(4111b14)]

5_ {oV(OkIriblok) + .5] 2(5,

Thus, we have that

(Oklubkbk) < (pa pb)2.

452

kelt 4,

2

tr fla E
6

Vd),

( .

/
8k) +

IiiPa

(

6
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Now I turn to the quantity of interest,

iPa (IPIcIPPOI = Pa EN(OklriblOk)

= E(Pa k 111b10k)

E 1Pa Pb1(Okilibilhc)

= E iPa Pb (Ok II-410k)
60a

1< 4 E

4(d

0
Now I specify how the first rough estimation is done. For this part it is

convenient to represent p and a in the following way

p = d + 0 T
1 -

a = d + T.

The initial measurement strategy (which I will call plain tomography) is to
divide the initial number of copies Ni in d2 1 groups of size No = N1/(d2-1),
and in group a perform the measurement

1,11(a) 1 ±
2

The probabilities are
(a)

Pt
1 ± 0,

2

Let tact+ be the number of times that outcome + was obtained, it is binomially
distributed wa+ Bin(No, (1 + Oa)/2). The estimator for 0,, is

= 2eva+ 1.
No

S

We are now ready to prove the following

5_

(5 2

IPa PbI

1)2 c(052.

Tc,

es,

O
a

A

1
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Lemma 2.4.2. If > 1/2 then

Ve > 0, Ern Pr(V7Arlqk pkI f) = 0,
N-co

i.e. the random variable NigIqk pkI converges in probability to zero, the

notation is
VArjqk pal 4 0.

Proof. Now we enumerate the eigenvalues of p from 1 to d again, with some of

them possibly equal. Points 2 and 4 of lemma 2.4.1, take care that for every

eigenvalue of p, the right number of eigenvalues of o- will satisfy point 5. From

point 5 of lemma 2.4.1 we get that lqk pkI > c(p)62 implies d(p, a)2 > 62,

we have

Since

Pr [Iqk PkI > c(p)62} < Pr [d(p, (7)2 b2]

Pr

[d2-1

E (Oa da)2 (52 .

a=1

E(oa _oa)2 62

a=1

implies that for at least one a

(O dc)2 d262

it follows that

Pr

[d2-1

E (Oa oa)2 62]
a=1

< 1 Pr [Va, (Oa da)2 < d26_2 1]

d2-1
< vd26_ 1]

a=1
d2-1

= 1 H Pr I tua+
1 + Oa

2
No

a=1
d2-1 Oa

= H (1 _ Pr [1tv,,,+ No
1 +

a=1

No 6 1

2 N/c71-1

No 6 1)
2 fc-i2

d2-1

< 1 (1 2 exp [ NOD
2(d2 1)

p

_

=

d2_,

>

= 1 Pr
IIoa

(3.1

<

2

?.

,

H

I

?:
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In the last inequality we have used a form of the Chernoff bound'. Thus, we
finally have that

d2-1
Pr [Iqk c(p)82] <1 (1 2 exp [ 252- No]

now let c(p)(52 = EN-1/2 and substitute No by its value, NAI(d2 1), the
result is

d2-1Pr [VNIqk < 1 (1 2 exp
[ eNP-1/2 1)

2c(p)(d2 1)2 j )

taking p > 1/2 and N oo, we get the desired result. 0
Now I am ready to prove the main result.

Theorem 2.4.3. If > 1/2 then Eq. (2.1) holds.

Proof. Let Xi(!v) = V (qk pk), clearly (V))2 < N. All I need to prove is
that

(2.4)

We have that

urn E[Xr).4")] = 0.

lEpcirxr1I < E[periv1(N)I1 < (2.5)

where in the second inequality I have used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
Now choose any E > 0,

IE[(.,4,N))2] = E xPr[(xr))2 =
x>o

= E x pr[(X)2 = x] + E xPrRXr))2 = x]
0<x<e2 x>c2

e2 Pr[(Xir )2 < 2] + N Pr[(.xr))2 > e2]

< f2 + N Pr[IXr)I > EL

using now Eq. (2.4) one gets that Ve > 0,

lim E[Pe))21 <
N.00

which implies that it must be zero; this fact and Eq. (2.5) imply the desired
result. 0

'If X - Bin(n,p) then Pr[IX npl 2exp(-2A2/n).

PkI - ,
1)

-

Pk1

IERXr))21E[pir))21,

<

- > A] <

> i

N-.00

- )
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2.5 Estimation of bipartite pure state entan-
glement

A bipartite entangled pure state can be written as (Schmidt's decomposition)

k) lek).

k=1

The entanglement of PIPAB) can be calculated as the entropy of one of the

reduced states,

E(jlPAB)) = tr(PA log2 PA) Epic log2 Pk)
k=1

where pA trs kbAB)(0ABI, i.e., entanglement is a function of the eigen-
values of the reduced density matrix. This means that entanglement can
be estimated by performing measurements on pA only, in order to estimate

its spectrum. The question is whether this procedure is optimal. A quick

calculation of the QFI for the parameters pk in the model given by k/iita)

shows that indeed the entanglement of PIPAB) can be optimally estimated by

estimating the spectrum of pA using the procedure described above in this

paper.
The same result2 was obtained by Acin et al. (2000) for d = 2 using other

tools.

2.6 Conclusions
The estimation of the spectrum of a finite dimensional density matrix has

been analyzed. The following LOCC procedure has been studied:

1. Perform the so called plain tomography on NI' copies where p > 1/2
and N is the total number of copies. From this one gets an initial
estimate of the whole density matrix, call it a. Let 100, , j/Pd) be a

set of eigenvalues of a.

2. Perform the measurement with elements Mk = 14)(41 on the remain-

ing N IV" copies.

2That entanglement can be optimally estimated by estimating the spectrum of the reduced
density matrix.

10 An) = E vin-;

=
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It has been shown that the above procedure performs asymptotically as well
as any measurement (including collective ones). This means that asymptot-
ically there is no need to perform the more complicated collective measure-
ments.

It was also shown that bipartite pure state entanglement can be optimally
estimated by performing LOCC measurement on one of the two parties.

4



Chapter 3

Estimation of Unitary
Quantum Operations

The problem of optimally estimating an unknown unitary quantum

operation with the aid of entanglement is addressed. The idea is to

prepare an entangled pair, apply the unknown unitary to one of the

two parts, and then measure the joint output state. This measurement

could be a collective one or it could be separable (e.g., measurements

which can be implemented with local operations and classical commu-

nication or LOCC). A comparison is made between these possibilities

and it is shown that by using nonseparable measurements one can im-

prove the accuracy of the estimation by a factor of 2(d + 1)/d where

d is the dimension of the Hilbert space on which U acts.

PACS numbers: 03.67.-a, 03.65.Wj, 03.67.Mn

This chapter is based on Bal !ester (2004b).

3.1 Introduction
Consider a one-qubit unitary gate, the following question arises: "how to
characterize it?" This question is motivated by recent experiments in quan-

tum optics performed by De Martini et al. (2003). A possible approach is to

prepare many known states and use them as inputs, and then measure the
outputs that they produce; this is known as quantum process tomography (see

Nielsen and Chuang (2000)). It turns out that one needs as inputs a basis of

the Hilbert space plus some linear combinations thereof. The disadvantage

of this approach is that, in many practical situations, such a set of states is

not feasible in the laboratory as pointed out by De Martini et al. (2003).
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Another strategy is described by D'Ariano and Lo Presti (2001), De Mar-
tini et al. (2003), Fujiwara (2001a), and Acfn et al. (2001). It is enough to
use a single bipartite entangled state; one of the states is used as input for
the quantum operation and nothing is done to the other one, then the two
qubits are measured, as shown in Fig. 3.1.

Entangled
Input State

Q. Operation Measurementww
Entangled
Output State :\ I

Classical
Data

Figure 3.1: The use of a single entangled input state suffices.

D'Ariano and Lo Presti (2001) point out that in this setup there is a
one to one correspondence between the quantum operation and the joint
output state. A maximally entangled state is used as input and then the
three components of the spin in both output particles are measured. One
can ask whether it is possible to find a more accurate measurement. Also,
is it possible to find a measurement that performs as well as the one used
by De Martini et al. (2003) which has less outcomes? It will turn out that
the answer is that one can find a more accurate measurement but this mea-
surement is nonseparable. It is also possible to find a measurement with less
outcomes.

Fujiwara (2001a) proved that a maximally entangled pure state is a good
input state in the sense that if 10) E C2 0 C2 is maximally entangled, then

V p on C2 C2, 1-4(0) < H14,)(0(0)

where Hp(O0) is the quantum Fisher information matrix (QFI) for the joint
output state, at 0 = 00, if the input state is p. This quantity is defined
for example by Holevo (1982) and explained in more detail in the following
section. The inverse of this matrix is a lower bound (quantum Cramér-Rao
bound or QCRB) for the mean-square error of estimators based on arbitrary
measurements of the output state. A maximally entangled state is a good
input also in the sense that the QCRB can be achieved if and only if the
input state is maximally entangled. The problem here is that, as will be
shown later, the measurement that achieves the bound is actually a basis
of projectors onto maximally entangled states. This measurement can be
performed using nonlinear optics but is far from being standard.

0
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But perhaps the improvement in the estimation through the use of col-

lective measurements is not very large. Are collective measurements worth

the trouble? The main aim of this paper is to show that the answer to this

question is positive. The value of collective measurements will be quantified

precisely.
Before continuing with this discussion it is necessary to explain what is

meant with "better" and "best" and how the quality of different positive

operator valued measures or POVMs is actually going to be quantified.

3.2 QFI, Fisher information, and QCRB

3.2.1 Quantum Fisher information
Suppose that the quantum state density matrix a on Cd is parametrized by

BEOC RP where p is the number of parameters (less than or equal to d2 1
for mixed states, 2d 2 for pure states). In our case a would be the joint

output state. Define the symmetric logarithmic derivatives An , Ap as the

self-adjoint operators that satisfy

a,,(0) = 00,a(0) = 1.[a(0)A,(0)+ Az(0)a(0)].

For pure states, a = 10)(01, they simply are Ai = 2a,1. The QFI is defined

as the p x p matrix with elements

= Re tr [a(0)A,(0)A,(0))

which for pure states reduces to

Hii(0) = Re(11(0)MO))

where 11,(0))

3.2.2 (Classical) Fisher information

Take a POVM with elements MI, , Mn. The Fisher information matrix
(FI) for this measurement is the p x p matrix with elements

n tr[a i(0)M4] tr[crui MA]
Ii1(Al, 0) =

tr[p(0)Md

= Ai(0)10(0)).

t=i
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For an estimator 0 and a measurement M, locally unbiased at 00 1, the
(classical) Cramer-Rao bound is satisfied

V(M, 0) > /(M, 00)-1,

i.e., the FI is the smallest variance that a locally unbiased estimator based on
this measurement can have. This also means that if one of the eigenvalues of
I is zero, then the variance of the function of the parameters corresponding
to that eigenvalue is infinity and therefore cannot be estimated.

If one has N copies of the quantum state, i.e. the model is of the type
p(0)°N , and performs a measurement M which consists on repeating the
same measurement m on each of the copies then the measurement results
will be independent identically distributed (IID) and the Fisher information,
/(N), satisfies ./(N)(M, 0) = N I(m, 0). It follows that

ON) (M 0 o) > j(N) 0)-1'

It is a well known fact in mathematical statistics that the maximum likelihood
estimator (MLE) in the limit of large N is asymptotically unbiased and
saturates the classical Cramer-Rao bound. Moreover no other reasonable
estimator (unbiased or not) can do better.

3.2.3 QCRB
The Braunstein and Caves information inequality (BCH) states that for any
measurement M

I(M, 0) < H(0). (3.1)

In other words, H(0) I(M, 0) is a positive semidefinite matrix.
This bound is not achievable in general. A theorem due to Matsumoto

(2002) states that for pure states, the bound is achievable at 0 = 00 if and
only if

Im(li(00)14(00)) = 0. (3.2)

Furthermore, if condition (3.2) holds, there is a measurement with p + 2
elements that achieves the bound.

'This means that the expectation of the estimator satisfies EA1,90(62) = Ooi and
ao.,En, .1,0(6) 1 9=0: =

00,

= 1(in,0)-1

da
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The QCRB follows directly from the BCII together with the classical

Cramer-Rao bound, i.e.,

v(N) 04-700, > I(N)(m, 90)-1 H(9.Ior)

In analogy with Gill and Massar (2000), measurements will be compared

using the quantity
Tr H(0)-1 0)

which is always less than or equal to p, the number of parameters. For

example, for the measurement used by De Martini et al. (2003), 1/-1.f = 1.

One needs to use a quantity like this because of the extra complexity that

quantum theory adds to the problem. Namely, in the most general case there

is no POVM that achieves equality in (3.1). Typically, for any POVM

which cannot be improved, one can find another POVM 11/12 such that neither

I(M1, 0) I (M2, 0) nor I(M1, 0) > I (M2, 0) are satisfied. The bound (3.1) is

sharp, i.e., H(9) is the smallest matrix larger than I (M, 0) for every M. The

difficulties can be overcome by using a single number (instead of a matrix)

to quantify the performance of a POVM. This defines an achievable bound

and any two POVMs can be compared according to this quantity. Of course,

no single number can be an absolute quantification of the performance of

a POVM. In applications one must decide what one wants to estimate and
accordingly assign weights to the mean square error of the parameters to
be estimated. This comes down to using a quantity such as Tr GOMM, 0).

One needs to maximize this quantity for a general2 G(0) > 0 tailored to one's

specific needs. In this paper the general problem is not solved. Only the case

G(0) = H(0)-1 is considered. There are several good reasons for this choice:

1. Since H(0) is the smallest upper bound for all the I(M, 0), it defines a

natural scale in which to compare them.

2. Tr H (0)-1 (M, 0) is parametrization invariant.

3. An achievable bound of the form Tr H (0)-1I (M , 0) < c implies that

Tr H(0)I(M, p2 (3.3)

where p is the number of parameters, with achievability in (3.3) if and

only if there is a measurement Al such that 1(0, M) = cH(0)Ip. The
quantity Tr H(0)I(M, 0)-1 is related to the asymptotic averaged fidelity

through Eq. (1.28).

2This quantity still has the property that if TY G(0)/(M1, 0) > Tr G(0)/(Ah, 0) holds, then

I(M1,0) ,4 /(M2,0).

>

Tr

MI

<
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4. Finally, the use of this quantity allows one to obtain simple and striking
results.

3.3 The case d = 2

3.3.1 Collective measurements
Fujiwara (2001a)shows that in this case the best input is any maximally en-
tangled state. Here the singlet state IT) = [110) 101)j/ will be used.
The output is then 10(a, 0,0)) = [U(a,0,0] 0 1)1r) where U(a,0,0) =
cos a 1 + i sin a fioq, - 6 is a 2 x 2 unitary matrix, 740 is the unit vec-
tor (sin 0 cos 0, sin 0 sin 0, cos 0) parametrized by its polar coordinates, and
o' = (o-i , O-2, t73) are the Pauli matrices.

It is quite straightforward to calculate that the QFI is

(
1 0 0

H(a, 0, 0) = 4 0 (sin a)2 0
0 0 (sin a sin 0)2

and as expected Im(li(a, 0, 0)14(a, 0, 0)) = 0. One can find a simple mea-
surement that achieves the bound; in fact, any measurement of the type

Ma = Iba)(ba1 a = 1, ...,p + 1,
p+1

MP+2 = 1
a=1

p+1

Iba) =
0=1

link) = E(11-112)011), IMP+1) = 10),
1

with o a (p + 1) x (p+ 1) real orthogonal matrix satisfying cars)) 0 achieves
the bound. For example measuring the Bell basis

mem _100) 111) WI (111

100) +111) (001+ (111

Linen 101) +110) (011+ (101

101) 110) (oil (101
< 1V1

enAl

(3.4)

(3.5)

2

E00131mf3),

=

Alpe
'

/ '

Nt

V2

N/

)

E

0

)/
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achieves I 01 Bell 0) = H(0) for all 0 and therefore satisfies

Tr H-1(0)/(mBett, 0) 3

everywhere; this is three times the value achieved by De Martini et al. (2003).

This measurement, which has been implemented using non-linear optics by

Kim et al. (2001), is not widely available in quantum optics labs. On the

other hand, a POVM with the two components

= We", (3.6)
A4-2 1 wen

for k = 1,2, 3 or 4 has been implemented with linear optics and is much more

standard than measuring the whole basis. This is a POVM with only two

outcomes (which might be an advantage for its practical implementation)

and calculation shows that it satisfies Tr 11-1I = 1 everywhere, which is as

good as the measurement used by De Martini et al. (2003). It will be shown

in the next section that it is actually as good as any separable measurement

(in terms of the value of Tr H-1I). This measurement does have a serious

drawback, namely that one can only identify one function of a, 0 and 0.
The drawback can be overcome, for example, by measuring (3.6) for k =1,2

and 3 each in one third of the available copies. In this way one is able to

identify all three parameters, Tr if I = 1 is still satisfied, and finally this

new POVM should not be harder to implement than the previous one. Again

here everything depends on what one wants to estimate.
A measurement with three elements

1111 = Medi,
m2 ABM

m3 Alf CU we"

for some k I has also been implemented with linear optics. In fact, it has

been shown by Calsamiglia and Liitkenhaus (2001) that, with linear optics,

this is the best one can do. This POVM satisfies Tr = 2. This is

twice the value that can be achieved with any separable measurement. Note

that this measurement has the same weakness as the previous one: it cannot

identify all three parameters (it identifies two functions of a, 0 and 0). It is
easily possible to overcome this difficulty in a similar way as before.

3.3.2 LOCC measurements
How well can one estimate U using only LOCC measurements: measurements

that can be implemented locally and with the aid of classical communication

II' I

=
1
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between the two parties. In fact, to begin with, the larger class of separable
measurements will be studied: measurements whose elements are positive
combinations of products of one dimensional projectors. This definition of
"separable" is a slight generalization of that of Bennett et al. (1999), where
it was shown that there exist separable measurements which are not LOCC.
Nonseparable measurements are called collective.

Consider a separable POVM with elements

= E cei(4) 10,»«41 0 (ogi).

One can refine this POVM to obtain another POVM with elements that are
proportional to one-dimensional projectors

Mti = cti(14) 114))(41 0 Kip.
By relabeling c 4 e one obtains

/1/4 = ct(1741) 0 1011))((01 0 (0). (3.7)

The Fisher information corresponding to this refined POVM is greater than
or equal to the Fisher information of the original POVM. Thus, since one
wants to maximize the FI, one may restrict oneself to measurements of the
type described in Eq. (3.7).

For the calculations that follow it is more convenient to express Eq. (3.7)
using the Pauli matrices

1 + cic -(1 +T; e= cc 0

with Idel = igd = 1 and c4 > 0. The condition Ec itfc = a can be rewritten
as follows:

Since

E , = 4, E cceit = 0,

E,r), = 0, E ccaEkbv = 0.

110) 101) (101 (011 1 (
4

3101Ecri0a,
1=1

3

the density matrix of the system can be written as

3

/5(3 6/4 (b) = a E u(a, 0, Ø)crtut(a,0, cb) 0 .

i=1

(3.8)

0

0
i

A
2

=

4

,5

m,

s/
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The probabilities are then

3 tr
= 1 E otiao

4 id=1
2

and tr (UatUto-i) can be calculated to be

3

cos 2a Sj sin 2a + 2 sin2
k=1

Substituting this into the expression for the probabilities one gets

= (1 cos 2a +Vic . sin 2a (lie x fo

2 sin2 74)(il iic)) .

After some not very interesting manipulations one finds

1 ((Pa)2 ow? (Pc0)2

4 4 sin2 a 4 sin2 a sin2

+(1 cos 2a (iie -1;) sin 2a (tie x dc ri)

+2 sin2 a ele)(fi ge)) .

Finally, using the conditions (3.8) one obtains that for separable measure-

ments of the type (3.7)

Tr [H-1(0)I(M, 0)]
=x-, 1 ON,a)2 (1,0)2 (P,o)2

4 4 sin2 a 4 sin2 a sin2 0)

= 1.

Any separable measurement can be refined to a measurement of the type

(3.7). Therefore for all separable measurements Msep

Tr H(0)-1/(Msep, 0) < 1.

This bound therefore also holds for LOCC measurements. Since there are

LOCC measurements of the type (3.7), the bound is achievable with LOCC

measurements.

(UcriUtai)
p4 a

E a

c,1

a (it

0

=

(17

)
= + +

ninj.

cic

)
.

P4

Pt \

.
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Using Eq. (3.3) on sees that with separable measurements

Tr H (0)I (A/8,p, 0y-I 9,

with achievability if and only if there is a separable measurement such that
I (M , 0) = H(0)/3. Furthermore, there is a collective measurement such
that I(M,0) = H(9) and therefore Tr (0)I (M , 0)-1 = 3, i.e., collective
measurements are at least 3 times better than LOCC ones if the figure of
merit is asymptotic fidelity.

3.4 The case d > 2

3.4.1 Collective measurements

Before starting with any calculations it will be shown that the quantity that
is being analyzed

f (6) = sup Tr 11-1 (0)I (0 , M)

does not depend on 0.
For any 01 and 00 there exists a unitary matrix V such that V U =

U(01). It is easy to see that for such a choice

Tr H-1(01)I (01, (V 01)M (V 0 i)t) = Tr 11-1 (00)1 (0o, M)

This implies that

sup Tr 1-1-1(01)I(01, > sup Tr 1/-' (00)I (0o, Mo).
MI Mo

Thus f (00 > f (00), but since 00 and 01 are arbitrary, the function f must be
constant. Therefore one can choose any value of the parameter to perform
the calculations. One of the implications this has is that if one proves that
the QCRB can (not) be achieved at one value of the parameter, then it can
(not) be achieved everywhere (anywhere).

Fujiwara (2001a) mentions that in dimension d > 2, it is no longer true
that a maximally entangled state maximizes the QFI. However it is still true
that no input state has a QFI larger than or equal to the QFI corresponding
to the maximally entangled state, i.e., the maximally entangled state is still
optimal in some sense. In order to prove the first statement it is enough to
find a counter example. This is not difficult to do for example in d = 3. The
second statement will be proven in the following section. It is also true that
the QCRB is achieved if and only if the input state is maximally entangled.

M1)
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This is not difficult to prove and because of the previous discussion it will be

enough to do it for U equal to the identity.
A SU(d) matrix can be written as exp (iEdc,2-,1 0L). Here 0 E Rd2-1

and the T's are in the su(d) Lie Algebra. They are traceless self-adjoint

matrices and are chosen so that they also satisfy:

tr(TaTii) =

For U close to the identity (or 0 close to zero),
d2-1

U ReJ1+iE0,,T,
a=1

the input state can be written as Eki Rkilkl). Normalization implies tr RRt =

1 where R is the d x d matrix with elements Rkl. Since Rlit has trace one

and is self-adjoint it can be written RRt = + > tT., where the t's are

real numbers. At the identity the output state satisfies

10) = E Rkilk1),
kJ

= iE RkIT,Ik) 0 II);
kl

the I/Q) vectors defined in section 3.2 can be written as

lIct) = 2(10,0) + (0,a11010))

and the condition for achieving the QCRB (3.2) becomes

Im(1 Vs) = 4 Im(0,010,a)
2 tr(RRt [L,T0J) (3.9)

for all a and 0. This implies RRt = 11d3. This means that the input state

is maximally entangled 4.
For the calculations the maximally entangled state, Ekd.i Ikk)1Vei, is

used. H can be very easily calculated to be
4

Hap = Tioo.

Since the QCRB can be achieved

sup Tr 0) = d2 1.

3Since (RRt 11d) E su(n) and su(n) is a perfect Lie algebra (i.e. can be spanned by

commutators), Eq. (3.9) may be rewritten as Vyou(n) tr[(RRt 1/d).17] = 0, this implies

RRt = 0 because the trace form is non-degenerate.
°The condition for a bipartite state to be maximally entangled is that the partial trace

should be proportional to the identity. In our case tr2 10)(1,14 = RRt .

60.

10,.)

0

3
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3.4.2 Optimality of the maximally entangled state
Denote by HP0(0) the QFI at 0 if the input state is po, and by H the QFI
when the input state is a maximally entangled state, in what follows the
dependence on 0 will be omitted. Then the following inequality holds for
any input state po

Tr(TriHpo) < d2 1

and equality is attained if and only if po is a maximally entangled state. This
will be proven in what follows.

Notice that this trace is parametrization invariant.
The model is described by

P(0) = VePoVet

where Ve = Ue 0 1 and Ue = exp OaL). As before, the T's are
traceless selfadjoint matrices chosen so that tr(TaT,3) = 80. The input
state, po is chosen to be pure because of the convexity of the QFI proven by
Fujiwara (2001b). The SLDs are Ac,(0) = 2p,(0), where p,a(0) means partial
derivative of p(0) with respect to O. The matrix elements of HP° are

= Re tr[pAdv3] = 4 Re tr[pp,p,p]

since pa is pure it can be written as pa = 100)(001 and 14) = Ekl RklIkl).
HZ(0) can then be calculated to be

= 4 Re [tr(RRIV,LU,o) +

tr(R/rUtU,Q) tr(RRtUtUd3)] .

Denote S = iUtU,a then

= 4 Re [tr(RlitSGS,3) tr(RRIS)tr(RlitS0)] .

Note that Sc, E su(d). Substituting RRt = 1/d in the expression for HP° one
gets

fiat) = -c-14 tr(SSri).

The matrices SI, , Sa2_1 can be orthonormalized,

tr [(2 Efri-v2s) (Efri-vosv)1=,50.va 0"

I/PZ

2

Hc°,79

HZ

(i
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The operator

(/d Em FI;A1/2S,)
2( 71E, kipsv)

SpSL

is a Casimir operator and therefore proportional to the identity. The pro-

portionality factor can be found by taking the trace, and finally one gets

d2 11.E ii-jsps =
4

The wanted trace is

Tr (-1-.1. HP ) = d2 1 _ E f tr(RRtSa)
ap

This quantity is always less than or equal to d2 1 and furthermore, this

value is attained if and only if tr(RRtSa) = 0 for all a = 1, . . . , d2 1, which

implies that RI71t = i.e. po is maximally entangled._ In particular, this

implies that there is no input state po for which HP0 > H.

3.4.3 LOCC measurements
It will be shown here that for all separable measurements Msep the following

holds

Tr 11-' (Msep, 0)
d(d 1)

.

This shows that if one allows nonseparable measurements, the estimation can

be improved by a factor of 2(d+1)/d with respect to separable measurements.

This is always more than twice.
In order to prove Eq.(3.10) a particular representation for the T's will be

chosen, namely:

(3.10)

7115
is Ik)(11 (-1)811)(1til k > 1, s = {0, 1},

Trn = E cmdk)(kI m = 1, . . , , d 1,

k=1

E
4

pp
v

1.

pv

2

=

-

-

5

E
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where the coefficients aria obey

ECmk = 0,
k=1

ECmkCnk = (5Trin
k=1

From these two one can derive the relation

d-1
1Ecmkcmi = 6k1 j-

m=i

Measurements of the form

= cd0c)(0c1 = cdcte)(ad ibe)(bci

are considered. The quantity of interest is

Tr 1-/-1/ = -d Tr I
4

d ((0411,b,a)(010c) + (Oekb)(00.10e))2
CC (0d/P)12

= E cc [Re ((IPA) d-1(0c10,a)2)
(Ot kb)a=1

+ E(ocio,axo,cdcboi
a=1

The second term in the previous equation is easy to calculate,

d2-1 d2 1

E CC E(otIo,a)(o,cdoc) = E<O,a10,a)
0=1a=1

d d2-1 tr T2 d2 1
=

2 t7,ri d 2

(3.11)

(3.12)

but for the first term a little more work will be needed. One needs to calculate

. d

(OCIO 02) = DaciLlk) <bc1k)

72
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.
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For a = {kls}
is+1

(0417,b,k18) = --Radk)(bd1) + (-1)8(aell)(belk)],
NiTc-1

DO&b,kls)2= 2(adk)(Nli)(acii)(Nik).
s=0

Since the last expression is symmetric with respect to exchanging k with 1,

Ek>1 = 1E)41= Ek=1) and
1

EE(m/Akis)2 = Daelk)2(bdk)2 (0E10)2'

k>I s=0 k=1

In the case a = m
d-1

E(Oe10,.)2

d d-1

= E E cinkcmi(adoodwacloodo
k,l=1 m=1

1 1
= 41)(adk)(bdk)(ad1)(k11)

ki

1

= -1(0E10)2 E(aelk)2(belk)2

putting things together
d2-1

=
1 d

E(0e10,a)2 d (Od 2

a=1

and

d ((oh) dE2-1 2
(ChI0a)e

= 12d
Eq1(010t)12

1 d
= 2

Finally, substituting the previous equation and Eq. (3.12) in (3.11) one

obtains the desired result, namely, for any separable measurement Msec, of

the type (3.7)

Tr11-1(0)/(M0,, 0) =
d(d 1).

2

REkl

m=1

k=

-

1

d
1

1

f Iv) =i

.

2
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Of course this implies Eq. (3.10). The argument for LOCC measurements is
the same as for the two dimensional case and one obtains the same bound
for them.

Again, using Eq. (3.3) on sees that with separable measurements

(d 1)(d + 1)2Tr H(0)I(Mp,0)-1

with achievability if and only if there is a separable measurement such that

d
I(Msep,0) =

2(d + 1)." ".

Furthermore, there is a collective measurement such that I(M,0) = H(0)
and therefore Tr H(0)I(M,0)-1 a32 1, i.e., collective measurements are
at least 2(d + 1)/d times better than LOCC ones if the figure of merit is
asymptotic fidelity.

3.5 Conclusions and open problems
In this paper it has been shown that by using nonseparable measurements
there is a significant improvement in the accuracy of the estimation of unitary
operations. It is also proven that in d dimensions the QCRB can be achieved
if and only if the input state is maximally entangled. An open problem is
the estimation of more general quantum operations, described by the Kraus
decomposition (see Nielsen and Chuang (2000)).
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Chapter 4

Multiple Phase Estimation

The problem of the estimation of multiple phases (or of commuting

unitaries) is considered. This is a sub-model of the estimation of a

completely unknown unitary operation where it has been shown in

recent works that there are considerable improvements by using en-

tangled input states and collective measurements. Here it is shown

that when estimating commuting unitaries, there is practically no ad-

vantage in using entangled input states or collective measurements.

PACS numbers: 03.67.-a, 03.65.Wj, 03.67.Mn

This chapter is based on Ballester (2004a).

4.1 Introduction
A unitary operation is a map that transforms a density operator po E Cd to

another density operator p = U NW. E Cd, where U E SU(d) is a dxd special

unitary matrix. Suppose one is given a device that performs an unknown

U. One can learn something about U by learning about how it transforms

a known state po. In order to completely determine a unitary operation

one would need to know how it transforms a basis of Cd plus some linear

combinations thereof. This is known as quantum process tomography Nielsen

and Chuang (2000). More precisely, to estimate U one prepares many copies

of the necessary input states and performs a measurement on the output that

they produce. As a result, some classical data is obtained and from that one

can estimate U. This is shown schematically in Fig. 4.1.

Another approach, used by D'Ariano and Lo Presti (2001), Fujiwara

(2001a), De Martini et al. (2003), Acin et al. (2001), and Ballester (2004b),

.
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Q. Operation

'N./Vs./
Input State Output State

Measurement

Classical
Data

Figure 4.1: Quantum process tomography.

is to prepare a bipartite entangled input state po E Cd Cd and then use
one of the parts as input for U while nothing is done to the other part as
shown in Fig. 4.2. The effect of the operation is to transform the state Po
to (U 11)p0(Ut 0 1). This output state is then measured and estimated,
and since in this case there is a one to one relation between the output state
and U, one gets an estimate for U as well. The advantages of this method
with respect to quantum process tomography are that only one input state
is needed, and that there is potentially a better accuracy in the estimation,
if non-separable measurements are used, as shown by Ballester (2004b).

Entangled
Input State

Q. Operation

Entangled
Output State

Measurement

Classical
Data

Figure 4.2: Entanglement is used, Cd Cd model.

In this paper a relatively less difficult problem will be studied, the esti-
mation of unitary operations that commute with one another, that is, only a
maximal abelian subgroup of SU(d) is considered instead of the whole group.
In this case, the number of unknown parameters decreases from d2 1 to
d-1. This problem has already been addressed by Macchiavello (2003) where
it is given the name of "Multiple phase estimation" (MPE). One would like
to know whether it is also advantageous to use an entangled input in MPE.
In what follows the MPE model that uses entanglement (Fig. 4.2) will be re-
ferred to as MPEE and the one that does not use it (Fig. 4.1) will be referred
to as MPEU.

There are two things that need to be optimized here, the input state and
the measurement that is to be performed. Therefore one needs a quantitative
measure of how good an input state is and of how good a measurement is.

0

ww
NI

U lel

0

U
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4.2 Preliminaries
In this section, the necessary concepts of quantum Fisher information (QFI)

and Fisher information (FI) will be introduced, and the quantum Cramer-
Rao bound (QCRB) will be stated. The QFI and the FI will be used as

measures of the performance of an input state and a measurement respec-
tively. The QCRB relates these two quantities in a nice way.

4.2.1 QFI
Suppose that the quantum state density matrix p on Cd is parametrized by

0 E e C where p is the number of parameters. In our case p would be

the output state and p = d 1. Define the symmetric logarithmic derivatives

(SLDs), AI, , Ap, as the self-adjoint operators that satisfy:

p,i(0) = 80(0) = [p(0)A1(0) + A1(0)p(0)].

For pure states, p = 17,14(01, they simply are Ai = 2p,i. The QFI is defined as

the p x p matrix with elements

(0) = Re tr [p(0)A, (0)A; (0)]

which for pure states reduces to:

I/0(0) = Re(1,(0)11i(0))

where 11i(0)) =
The 1/) vectors have a simple geometric interpretation. Suppose one has a

pure state model parametrized by 0 E e C R. For simplicity, the parameter

has been taken to be one dimensional. Denote the set of all state vectors by

7-1 = {10(0))10 E el and the set of all density operators by M = {p(0)10 E

0}. State vectors and density operators are related by the map ir : 10) 1--

kb) (7/d, M. This map is many to one since r(10)) = 7(614'10)) where 0

is an arbitrary real phase. This means that 71-1(po) is a circle in 71 and that a

curve in M is mapped through r--1 to a tube in 7-1. Conversely all curves that

lie on the surface of the tube, are mapped through ir to the curve in M. Then

out of all curves 10(0)) E 1-i satisfying I0(0)) = kPo) and 1-(10(0))) = p(0)

(p(0) is a given curve in M) there is a minimal curve 10(°)), defined as the

one that at every 0 goes from the circle 71-1(p(0)) to the circle 7r-'(p(0 +JO))

using the shortest path. 11(0)) is a vector pointing in the direction of that

shortest path. It can then be calculated as 11(0)) = 2410(0)).

ye

.

A1(0)10(0)).

fl -
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4.2.2 FI
Take a POVM with elements MI, , M. This POVM induces a probability
distribution given by p(0) = tr p(0)Aft, the probability to obtain outcome

if the parameter has the value 0. The Fisher information (FI) for this
measurement is defined as the p x p matrix with elements

4 (M, 0) = ln (6)8,, ln (0)]

For an estimator e and a measurement M, locally unbiased at the
(classical) Cramer-Rao bound is satisfied

v(ti,610,o)2

i.e., the FI is the smallest variance that a locally unbiased estimator based on
this measurement can have. This also means that if one of the eigenvalues of
I is zero, then the variance of the function of the parameters corresponding
to that eigenvalue is infinity and therefore can not be estimated.

If one has N copies of the quantum state and performs the same mea-
surement on each of the copies then the FI of the N copies, /(N), satisfies
I(N)(M, 0) = N 1 (A1,0) where I(M, 0) is the FI of one system. It follows that

v(Ar)(m, 00, -6), (m, 00)-1 gm, 90_1/N.

It is a well known fact in mathematical statistics that the Maximum Like-
lihood Estimator (MLE) in the limit of large N is asymptotically unbiased
and saturates the classical Cramer-Rao bound. Moreover no other reasonable
estimator (unbiased or not) can do better.

4.2.3 QCRB
The Braunstein and Caves information inequality (BCII) states that for any
measurement M

I(M, 0) < H(0). (4.1)

In other words, H(0) I(M,0) is a positive semidefinite matrix.
This bound is not achievable in general. A theorem due to Matsumoto

(2002) states that for pure states, the bound is achievable at 0 = 00 if and
only if

Im(11(00)I/j(00)) = 0. (4.2)

'This means that the expectation of the estimator satisfies Em,90(k) = Boi and
aoiEM,e(e1)10=0:=

EA ,o[ao,

00 1,

/(M, 00)-1,

=

611.

e
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The QCRB follows directly from the BCII together with the classical

Cramer-Rao bound, i.e.,

17(N)(Af 007 ') > j(N)(m,90)-1 > H(00) 1

If a model satisfies the above condition, it is said to be quasi-classical at

00. Furthermore, if condition (4.2) holds, there is a measurement with p + 2

elements that achieves the bound. In fact, any measurement of the type

= Iba)(bcd a = 1, . . . ,p + 1,

m+1

Mp-F2 = 1 E Mai
a= 1

p+1 (4.3)

Ibc,) = Imo),
0=1

link) = Imp+1) = IC*

with o a (p + 1) x (p+ 1) real orthogonal matrix satisfying oc,,p+1 0 achieves

I (M, 00) = H(00).
Now one can see why these quantities are a good measure of the perfor-

mance of input states and measurements. From V > > 11-11INT one

can see that a good input state is one that achieves an H as large as possible

and a good measurement is one that achieves an I as large as possible. Since

I and H are matrices it can be ambiguous to decide the best input state and

best measurement. This ambiguity will not be completely resolved in the

case of choosing an input state. However in the case of choosing an optimal

measurement there will be no ambiguity. In the next section, it will be shown

that for every input state there is a measurement on the output state that

achieves equality in Eq. (4.1). Therefore, an optimal measurement is one

that achieves equality in the QCRB.

4.3 MPE is a quasi-classical model

It will be shown here, that both MPEE and MPEU are quasi-classical every-

where (for all 0 E sd-i) and for any input state. In particular this means

that only one input state is necessary also in MPEU. In this respect MPE

is quite different to the estimation of a completely arbitrary U. Actually,

since MPEU can be considered as a special case of MPEE, one needs to show

quasi-classicality only for MPEE.

Ma,
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The MPEE model is

P(0) = (lops Uj (4.4)

where

U9 = exp (
d-1

E0Tm)i 01,
m=1

po E Cd 0 Cd is a pure state density matrix2 and T1, ... , Td_i are selfadjoint
traceless matrices that commute with one another. They are chosen so that
they satisfy an orthonormality condition

tr TmTn = 5n, .

The SLDs are

Am = 2amp(8) = 2i[Tm 0 2, p(0)]

and

(4.5)

tr pAmAn =4 [tr po(TmTn 0 II.)

tr(po(Tm 0 Il.)po(Tn 0 1))]

it is easy to see that due to the commutativity of the T's this quantity is real
and therefore the model is quasi-classical i.e. it satisfies the condition (4.2).
And therefore for every 0 there exists a measurement M (which may depend
on 0) such that I (M , 0) = H(0). Furthermore, if one has a large number N
of copies, performs the same (optimal) measurement on all N and calculates
the MLE, the mean square error should behave as

VM(M,B4ONILE)= H(0)-1 IN + o(1 (4.6)

4.4 Optimal input state
It is now clear from Eq. (4.6) that one needs to choose the input state, so
that the QFI is "large". Suppose there is an input state which has a QFI that
is larger than or equal to the QFI of any other input state. In that case one
can unambiguously choose that state as the optimal one. Unfortunately in
our case there is not such a state. Furthermore, there are situations in which
one has two input states p1 and p2 with QFI H1 and 112 respectively, which
do not satisfy neither H1 < H2 nor H1 > H2. This is resolved by maximizing

2Po can be taken to be pure since it was shown by Fujiwara (2001b) that the QFI is convex.
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a quantity like Tr GH , with G a real positive semi-definite matrix. By doing

this one assigns relative weights to the mean square errors of the different

parameters. Furthermore, achieving maximum Tr G H ensures that no other

input state can have a larger QFI. In this paper a particular choice is made,

all parameters are given the same importance i.e. the input state will be

chosen so that it maximizes Tr H. With this particular choice it is possible to

obtain nice analytic results and, since the trace of the QFI is parametrization

invariant, the results obtained will not depend on the chosen parametrization.

4.4.1 MPEE
Since the selfadjoint matrices T1, , Td_i commute with one another, there

is a basis where all of them are diagonal {11), , Id) } (this basis is considered

to be known). From this point, all calculations will be made in this basis.

The input state is po = IWO (To I, and IWO can be expanded as

Iwo) = E Rk1ik1).
kl

The partial trace is then trB 00)(kPol = RR1 and since Rlit is selfadjoint

and has trace one, it can be written as

d2-1

Rle = + E t aTa,
a=1

where, in general, the last sum includes all generators of the Lie algebra

su(d). Then the QFI is

Hmn = 4 [(Tol(TmTn 1)141 0)

OF oRT. 1)1'110(4'0M 1)001
= 4 [tr(RHTT,aTn) (tr RRtTm)(tr RRtTn)]

= 4 [tr(RRITTaTn) taztn]

and its trace is
d-1 d-1

Tr H = 4 {tr(R/itE .

m=i m=i

The commuting T's can be written as Tni = Ekd einklk)(kl . The trace-

lessness condition implies Ekd., cink = 0 while the orthonormality condition

-

) E

0

-

td

0
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(4.5) implies 7dk=i cmkcnk = 6mn. These two together lead to

and then to

d-1
1

E Cmkeird = 5k1
dm=1

d-1 d d-1

=
d 1E = E E dikik)(ki

m=1 k=1 m=1
d

Substituting this in the equation for the trace one gets

Tr H = 4
[d

m=1

and one immediately sees that tr H is maximal if and only if tm = 0, m =
1, . . . , d 1. Of course the rest of the t's can be anything (as long as RRt
remains positive).

Concluding, any pure input state Po satisfying

tr po(Tm 0 1) = 0, Vm = 1, , d 1,

achieves a QFI Hmn = 4 8mn 1 d which has the maximum possible trace among
all QFIs. In particular, maximally entangled states satisfy this condition.

4.4.2 MPEU
It will be shown here that for every entangled input state

hI'o) = E Thalia) E Cd C(
ki

and every value of the (d 1 dimensional) parameter 0 there is an input
state I00) E VI that achieves the same QFI everywhere. This means that in
this model, unlike in the full SU(d) model, there is no improvement in the
accuracy of the estimation by using entangled inputs.

The model is now

where

P(0) = Uep0t4

Ue = exp E GmTm)
m=1

d-1

d-1
1

,

®
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and Po = 14)(1,bol is a pure state density matrix. Of course this model is also

quasi-classical and by a calculation identical to the one made in the Cd Cd
case one gets that the QFI is

Hmn = 4 [(OolTmTnhbo) (7,boIT.100)(4ITn100)]

It is not difficult to see that any input state of the form

kbo) = E okIRRf 1k) eiok 1k)

k=1

where the cb's are arbitrary phases achieves

Hmn = 4 [('11131 (TmT. 1)IT o)

(41 ol(Tni 10 I 0) (kli oM 1)IT 0)] ,

the QFI when the input is the entangled state 1W0).

In particular any input state of the form

1 d
kbo) = EeiokIk), (4.7)

achieves the maximum trace of the QFI. A state of this form (with all the

O's set to zero) was used by Macchiavello (2003).

4.5 Optimal measurement

4.5.1 MPEU
This model (and actually also the MPEE) has the property that

go, ti9vil4) = 1(0, M),

which is easy to prove, the only necessary ingredient is that Naokuo =
09k4lo=0. Therefore if one has an optimal measurement M at 0 = 0, then
the measurement U011114 will be optimal at 0.

One can now use the recipe given by Eq. (4.3) to find an optimal mea-

surement at 0 = 0. The optimal input state 3 given by Eq. (4.7) is used. At

the origin one has

3i.e. the one that achieves maximum trace of the QFI

Nfil k= 1

0
0 0
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2i
=

d

e kcnk 1k)

IIP) = Eeklk);
v

from these vectors one can form an orthonormal set,

Inin) = iEcak e klk), n = 1,....,d 1

k=1

1 61

Imd) = -14
x--,

eh k)

with the choice okt = 6k1 2/d one gets the set of orthonormalized states
onto which the measurement elements will project

ibk) = link) k = 1,
1-1

The optimal measurement at 0 = 0 has elements Mk = Ibk)(bkl and since the
above vectors form an orthonormal basis of Cd, they satisfy Edk=1 Mk = 11.
The optimal measurement at 0 has elements Uolbk)(bk

Note that the above choice of the orthogonal matrix o works for d > 3,
for d = 2 another matrix must be chosen. The d = 2 case will be treated in
the following example.

Example 4.5.1 (d = 2). The orthonormal set formed from the input state
and II) is

1mi) = (I0) 11)) .

1

1m2) = (10) +11)).

These vectors are then rotated to obtain

i
1 bi) = ens sin nlm2) = (en/I0) e-11))

1
1b2) 2- sin Mini) + cos nlinz) = (et/ 10) + Cif/ I)),

I/n)

k=1.

2 dE Imi), ...

.

dE

d.

fi

,
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where 77 must satisfy sin 7/ 0 and cos n 0. The measurement elements

are Ibi)(b11 and Ib2)(b21. The FI of this measurement at the origin is equal to

the QFI (equal to 2) as expected. Furthermore, this equality happens to hold

everywhere and not only at the origin. This feature is very useful in prac-

tice, it means that the optimal measurement does not depend on the actual

(unknown) value of the parameter and therefore an adaptive scheme is not

necessary. Whether it is possible to find measurements with this characteris-

tic for d > 2 is an open problem.

4.5.2 MPEE
An optimal measurement in this case can also be derived using the recipe

given by Eq. (4.3). In general, such a measurement is a joint measurement

on the two output systems. One could ask whether it is possible to achieve

the bound with local measurements and classical communication (LOCC).

In what follows, it will be shown that this is indeed possible.

The input state is taken to be the maximally entangled state

1 E Ikk).
v d k=1

Alice measures the system coming out of U and Bob measures the other one.

The strategy is the following: Bob performs the von Neumann measurement

Bk = IWk)(WkI with Ek Bk = 1 on his system where

2irkl1
1/14) = 77.71E exp(i i) k =

1=1

He obtains outcome k with probability 1/d, he then phones Alice and tells

her the outcome of his measurement. The net result of this is that Bob

prepares the state
2irk/1 E exp(--cri) 1/)

at the input of U. It is easy to recognize this state as one of the optimal

states in the Cd case. Now Alice can perform the measurement Aki with

Aki = 1 which is the optimal measurement described above for the Cd

case, and where the arbitrary phases are now fixed to Ø = 27rk/d. It is

not difficult to check that this measurement indeed achieves equality in the

QCRB at 0 = 0. The measurement on Cd Cd is then Ekt Aki Bk = 101

and the measurement Eta UOAkIU: Bk = 1 0 1 is optimal at 0.

Il) 1
9 1

l

E,

0
0

1=1

S S

. . .
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If this is applied to the d = 2 case and one uses the 0-independent optimal
measurement derived for MPEU, a 0-independent optimal measurement is
obtained for MPEE.

4.6 Asymptotic fidelity
From the results obtained previously, one can infer the asymptotic behavior
of the average fidelity. Using Eq. (1.28) one expects

Tr[H (0)H (0)-11 d 1lim min E [N(1 .F[p(o), p(0)])] =
MN 8 8

This result can be compared with the optimal fidelities obtained by Mac-
chiavello (2003). However, she uses a different definition of fidelity, namely
the square of the one defined in Eq. (1.14) and therefore one should expect to
get (d 1)/4 instead of (d 1)/8. These optimal fidelities were also averaged
with respect to a uniform prior distribution on 0. However since the result
obtained here does not depend on 0, its average with respect to any ("well
behaved") prior will be itself. Fig. 4.3 shows a plot of N[l F(N)], where
F(N) is the optimal fidelity from Macchiavello (2003), as a function of N.
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Figure 4.3: The continuous lines are at the value (d 1)/4 for d = 2, ... , 5,
(0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 respectively.)
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The plot seems to confirm that indeed

lint Nil F(N)] =
d 1 (4.8)

N--.00 4

Actually this can also be proven analytically and the proof is shown in ap-

pendix 4.A.

4.7 Conclusions
Two models have been compared, the model of estimating commuting uni-

taries with and without the use of entangled inputs (MPEE and MPEU

respectively).
It has been shown that the quantum Cramer-Rao bound (QCRB) is

achievable in both MPEE and MPEU. It has also been shown that any quan-

tum Fisher information matrix (QFI) that can be attained in MPEE can also

be achieved in MPEU. These two facts imply that an entangled input state

is unnecessary. A condition for attaining maximal trace of the QFI has been

derived.
In the MPEE it has also been shown that there is a separable measure-

ment that achieves equality in the QCRB.
In the d = 2 case, measurements which are optimal everywhere have been

found in both MPEU and MPEE. This is a useful feature in practice since

this means that an adaptive scheme would not be necessary in this case.

However it is unclear whether it is possible to find measurements with this

characteristic in general. It is also an open question whether entanglement

could prove itself useful in this respect (for d > 2).

These facts show that entanglement is, at best, not as useful in estimating

commuting unitaries as in the estimation of a completely unknown unitary.
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4.A Proof of 4.8
Let F(N) be the optimal fidelity from Macchiavello (2003) which is averaged

over measurement results and a prior distribution, it can be written as

1 F(N)
d [

71

13(n1, n2, . , nd) (1
V nd

, (4.9)

,712,,nd

(1 1 E n, + 1=
)1
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where

P(nl, n2, Ind) = nl!n2! . . . nd! dN1
0 otherwise

N! 1
if nk > 0, Edk=i nk = N,

is a probability mass function, therefore Eq. (4.9) can be written as

1 F(N) = d 1E 1
Nd

d N1+1].

The expectations of Nk and NkNi under p are

N d 1 N2 N(N 1)ENk = ENI! N + and ENkNl= for k 1.
d2

Let us introduce new variables

,c__=,i-Nd 11 1 11
u[Tv a [Tv

which satisfy EX = 0, EX2 = (d 1)/N, EY = dIN, EY2 = 1)/N +
c/2/N2 and EXY = 1/N. With these variables, Eq. (4.9) becomes

1 + X
1 F(N) = d lE [1 \11+171

Furthermore, Taylor expanding the square root we get

J1 + x x y x2 xY 3 r 12= 1 + -2- + y2 + otx2 + y j,V 1+ y

and the expectation can be shown to be

E
J1
V

+ X
= 1 + o[11N].1 + Y 4N

From the previous equation we get the final result

lirn FM]
d 1

.

4

,d' = ,

= Y = +
Hd

1 +

,

=
N.00

d2

- T

d

_



Chapter 5

Estimation of SU(d) using
entanglement

The problem of estimating SU(d) quantum operation when has N

copies of it available at the same time is considered. The problem has

been considered recently by Hayashi (2004), Bagan et al. (2004a,b),

and Chiribella et al. (2004) for d = 2 and they obtain an estimation

strategy for which the MSE vanishes at a 1/N2 rate. In this chapter

results in that direction are obtained for the general case.

PACS numbers: 03.67.-a, 03.65.Wj, 03.67.Mn

Ballester (2005b) is based on this chapter.

5.1 Introduction
In chapter 3, the estimation of unitary operations has been considered. In

that chapter it is assumed that one has only one copy of the unitary U. The

strategy was to prepare a bipartite entangled state, one of the two systems

is used as input for U and nothing is done with the other, the situation is
that of Fig. 3.1. In that setting, the mean square error (MSE), vanishes at a

1/N rate, where N is the number of repetitions.
Consider now the situation of Fig. 5.1, i.e., one has more than one copy

of U available but one is allowed to use each of them only once. Obviously,

if no entanglement is allowed between the input states of each of the N
copies of U, the situation is the same as having only one copy and repeating

the experiment N times. However, in this setting there is much more that

can be done, one could use an N-partite entangled state (and possibly also

entanglement with an ancilla).
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CT

Measurement Apparatus

Classical Data

Figure 5.1: N copies of U are available at the same time.

In the case of SU (2) the problem has been studied by Hayashi (2004),
Bagan et al. (2004a,b), and Chiribella et al. (2004). They obtain that the
optimal MSE goes to zero at the rate 1/N2 compared to the 1/N rate that
would be obtained if no entanglement in the input state were allowed.

In the rest of this chapter it will be shown that there is a measurement
and an input state such that their Fisher information (1.6) scales as N2. This
gives hope for the existence of an estimator with an MSE that vanishes at a
1/N2 rate.

5.2 Input state
As usual, U is parametrized by BEOC RP, a p-dimensional parameter. Let
100) be the D x dN-dimensional input state, where D is the dimension of
the ancilla which will be chosen at a later stage. Let V = U°N , the output
density matrix is

(1D 0 0 vt),

where 14) E CD 0 CdØN is the input state.
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For pure states, the symmetric logarithmic derivatives (SLD) can be cal-

culated as A = 2p,a, where fic, means taking partial derivative with respect

to the a component of the p dimensional parameter O. In this model the

SLDs are

= 2[01D 0 ycoloo)(41(1D vt) + (1D 0 Ilk/A)) (,ol (1D ® 1,7,1)],

and

tr Adto = 4[(,bollp 0 TaThilh) (Ool1D 0 TaIth) MOLD 0 MOO], (5.1)

where Ta = iVV, E su(e). Now, since V = UeN

where to, =
Let

Ta = E 0(5-1) 0 ta ®
s=1

min(D,dN)

loo) = E 14) 0 Id),
K=1

where itPtc) (10)) is a system of orthonormal vectors in CD (respectively

CdeN), then (5.1) may be rewritten as

tr A,A0 = 4 [tr(PsTaT,3) tr(PsTa) tr(PBT,3)1

where
PB = EPKIIIIIBC)(01111.

Let us define p, as the average one-copy
reduced density matrix of p, i.e.,

= E tr p,
s=t

where trg means partial trace with respect to all copies except the sth one. In

the same way, let us define p2 as the average symmetrized two-copy reduced

density matrix of p, i.e.,

1 tra, p W (tr p)1V

P2 1 z_, 2
sOr

A°

it1111,0.

virk-

,

+

0

N

K

N
1

p,

N
\--%

Ar(N
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where trw means partial trace with respect to all copies except the rth and
the sth, and W is the exchange operator

w = E Ik1)(1kl

d2-1

+Etaelta.
a=1

With these definitions, (5.1) may be rewritten as

tr pAaAs =4N(tr[75131t,ti] + (N 1) tr [Fi2(r, to)]
N tr[iiraltr[Psito]), (5.2)

and one sees that the QFI depends only on pB2.
From (5.2) one can already see that the QFI H = (Re tr pAQA,31 will scale,

at most, like N2 and therefore the Fisher information will scale at most like
N2. From here on, p = (12 1, i.e., a completely unknown U will be assumed.

5.2.1 Condition for achieving the BCII
Theorems 1.4.9 and 1.4.14 give the condition for the existenceof a measure-
ment that saturates the BCII, this is:

Im tr pAAp = 0, (5.3)

this result is due to Matsumoto (2002).
The previous condition reduces to

tr(r, to]) = 0, lies, 0.

Since we have all parameters, the previous equation implies that for any
t E su(d), tr(1531t) = 0, which in turn implies that /731 = ll/d. Therefore,
-52 must be of the form

1
P82 = + E.haotc, tp,

here Tio = 71,0.

(5.4)

kl

101

0

0
a/3

d2
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5.2.2 Optimal QFI
For an input state with an average symmetrized two-copy reduced density

matrix, TT32, of the form (5.4), the QFI is

Ho + N(N

and one would like to have an input state such that the symmetric matrix

H = [Ito] is as large as possible. More precisely, given a G > 0 one would

like to maximize Tr GR. Maximizing the previous quantity with the con-

dition that pS2 comes from some input state IQ seems to be quite hard;

therefore in this chapter attention will be paid to the special case in which

H is proportional to the identity. In that case the largest H such that the

state (5.4) remains positive semidefinite is

1

d(d +
= +1)1,

and the expression for /732 is

101 1

P22= d2 + d(d +1) L--Ita° taa (5.5)

1
=

d(d + 1)(1
01 + W).

The QFI corresponding to this state is

N(N + d)
Hap =4 oo.

Next one needs to find an input state IN such that (5.5) holds; this will be

done in the following section.

5.2.3 Input state satisfying (5.5)

Let 11)®71' 0 ... 0 + permutations
ini, nd) N!

rij!n2! nd!

where Ek_Ink = N. Note that
3k L 1:

,nd)(ml, ,n1d02 =0, unless

:

Tnk = nj±1,
m1= nk
mi fk,11
nk = mk.

= 1)74,01,

d(d + 1)

=
. . .

(Inh...
Vk

f 1,
= ni,i

H

I
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If mk = nk, we have

1 [E nkndlic/XklI(Inl, , nd)(ni, , naps N(N 1) + Ikl)(lkI]
kl

nk(nk + 1)Ikk)(kkl].
k

Let N = dn + m, nk = n + rn, ni = n for l k and IONmk) = In, , nk =n + m, ... ,n), we get

r
(IoNmo(oNmko2= N(N 1) r2 (101+ 147) n(n + 1)E

+ nm (1 0 lk)(kI + lk)(kI 1)
+m(m 2n 1)Ikk)(kkl

-Mint E(IlkJ(ktl + Ikl)(lkI)1

By taking an input state of the form

1

kbo) = E ik) IONmk),
VT1 k=1

i.e., we have taken D = d, we get the following reduced N-partite state:

1 d
P13(1\1 in) = 7:1 E low.k)(0N.d,

then we have that

2nm
PB(N,m)2 N(N1 1) ([n2 +

2nm]
l"

rn(m 2n 1) n(n + 1)] E Ikkxkkl) .

k=1

From the previous equation, we see that in order to get the desired input
state, one needs to have

m(m 2n 1)
n(n + 1) = 0,

0

d

0

lam

=

1 +

d

d

.

0
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for large N, this means taking

m = , n =
NAT-Fi d +1+ + 1

However, such a state does not yield a one to one correspondence between

unitaries and output states; indeed, if the basis { Ik)} is an eigenbasis of U,

then
U°NiSbNmk) = e"n(Pk IONmk),

where ek is the eigenvalue corresponding to eigenstate 1k).

In order to overcome this problem, one can use an input state of the form

d

loam» = E 1k) 0 (souse) + bIONmk)),

and choose a and b so that the undesired term cancels. For large N and

NIcA/Tr-], this yields

1
lOo(m)) = E 1k) 0

k=1

(d +1)m2 N2 , N2
blink)]oN1k) +

[ (d + 1)m2

Linear combinations of these states would work as well.

Now we have an input state such that (5.3) and (5.5) are satisfied. There-

fore for that input state, the QFI scales as N2 and there is a measurement

that saturates the BCII. However the measurement given by the recipe (3.4)

may depend on the true value of the parameter. Furthermore, it is not diffi-

cult to convince oneself that adaptive strategy described at the end of section

1.3.1 would not work in this case. In fact, due to the term proportional to

ION.k) one would need the initial estimate to have an MSE proportional to

1/N2, which is what we want to obtain in the first place.

Next, it will be shown that the so called random measurement achieves

a Fisher information equal to half the QFI. This measurement is clearly

independent of the parameter.

5.3 The random measurement

Suppose we have any pure state model on a d-dimensional Hilbert space 71

(i.e. the number of parameters p can be anything between 1 and 2(d 1)).

I want to prove that the random measurement, which consists of choosing

>

7-71
om2

Ntd

m

\I(d
v

d
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a basis of 71 uniformly at random and then measuring on that basis, Mr
achieves

1
1(0, Mr) = (5.6)

in particular, this measurement would be optimal when p = 2(d 1) if
asymptotic fidelity is taken as the figure of merit. This measurement has
also been studied by Hayashi (1998).

Let 10) and 11/1), ,1/p)}, be the state vector and horizontal lifts at the
true value of the parameter respectively, and let {1k)} be any basis of 7-t. It
is an easy exercise to show that

d

10, 111C) (k1})a0 = E He (OM
k=1

Let G be the subspace of '1-i spanned by the horizontal lifts and R. be its or-
thogonal complement, let ILL and 11z be projectors onto L and R. respectively.
Let the unitary operator Y be defined as

Y = li +

One should keep in mind that Y depends on the real value of the parameter,
in particular, Y1/P) = IV)) and Y1/c,) = WO Clearly {Y1k)} is a new basis
and it is easy to see that

1
H

1
(0, frICXICIYt}) = E Re {(klia)(0001

k=1

Let M be the measurement with elements

1{- 1 1 1

2
11)(11,...' 21d)(d1' 21711)(111n,. .

2

its Fisher information at the truth is

I (0 , M) = 21 [I (0, {Ik)(kI}) + I (0 , {YikXklYt})] = H(0).

Since 11k)} is any basis, also the measurement Mu with elements

1{- 1 1 1
_yuld)(dpty-r}

2
U11)(11U...' 2U1d)(d1Ut ,-21/01)(liutyt 2

211(0)0 +
2

...
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where U is any unitary will also satisfy

1(0, Mu) = H(0).

It is not hard to see that choosing U at random and performing Mu is

the random measurement and therefore (5.6) must hold. This can also be

shown analytically. The Fisher information for the random measurement is

1(0, Mr) = fsu (d)tc(dg)I (0, {U91k)(klUD)

=1 f gdg)1(0, {U,Ik)(kIUD)
SU(d)

1
+ (0 , {119,1k)(k1UP),

4
f

su(d)

where p is the normalized Haar measure. Now let g' = hg and Uh = Y, we

get

1(0, Mr) fsu(c) p(dg)I({0,119110(klUD)

1
+ f p(dg)I (0, {YUgIk)(kgYt})

S'UN)

rr
SU(d)

p(dg)[I (0 , {1191k)(kIUD) + 1(0, {Y (191k)(kIU:Yt})]

_1
SU(d)

1
it(dg)11(0) = (0).

In the case studied here, the random measurement
would consist of choos-

ing a basis of CdN+1 uniformly at random (with respect to the normalized

Haar measure) and then measuring on that basis. Such a measurement is,

as it was mentioned before, independent of the parameter and achieves

H(0) N(N + d)
1 (0 , =Mr) --2-- = 2 d(d + 1)

where 11 is the (cP 1) x (cP 1) identity matrix.

5.4 Estimator
In section 1.4.3 it was mentioned that in many cases we would concentrate

in looking for a measurement which optimizes the Fisher information and

1
2

SU(d)

=7;
2

1

11

r
2

II,

2

4

=-
2
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then hope that the statistician can take care of himself even in the case of
collective measurements on poN. The model studied in this chapter, however,
is even further from the i.i.d. model since the state is not of the form el ' r .

Let us consider a different problem. Let the number of copies of U, N, be
fixed and, contrary to the way the problem was stated in the introduction,
we are allowed to use each copy more than once. Let Nr be the number of
repetitions then the optimal MSE will vanish at a 1/N,- rate. Furthermore, in
this situation it is expected that the adaptive strategy described at the end
of section 1.3.1 will work well since now N is fixed. Therefore for this setting
one expects to have a measurement and an estimator (0 , M) such that

d(d + 1)
+ o(1/N7.).MSE(O, 0 , M) =

4N2N,.

The above modification of the problem, gives us a hint on how to try to
solve the original problem. The strategy would be to divide the N copies
into N groups of N'-' copies each where E is an arbitrary small but strictly
positive real number and then for each of the N groups, choose a random
basis of Cd®(N1-'+1) and measure on that basis. Finally use the data obtained
to calculate the MLE. With this procedure, the MSE is expected to behave
aS

MSE(), 0,M) = d(d + 1)I[
+ o(1/N2-`),2N2-

i.e., as close to the 1/N2 rate as one wants. However, in this situation for
each N the model is a different one, so we would not be in the familiar i.i.d.
case either.

5.5 Conclusions
The estimation of SU (d) when one has N copies available but is allowed to use
them only once has been considered. An input state such that the QFI scales
as N2 has been found and it has been shown that the random measurement
achieves a Fisher information equal to half the QFI. A modification of the
problem in which N is fixed and one is allowed to use each copy of the
unitary more than once has been studied. Finally a plausibility argument
for obtaining a 1/N2-' rate for the MSE in the original problem for a small
but positive e has been given.
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Samenvatting

Het onderwerp van dit proefschrift, quantum
schattingstheorie, is geinspi-

reerd door recente ontwikkelingen, zowel van praktische als van theoretische

aard, op het gebied van quantum informatie en quantum computing. Voordat

we de inhoud van dit proefschrift uitleggen, zullen we hierop ingaan.

Rekenkracht hangt sterk samen met het aantal transistoren op een compu-

terchip. Dit aantal is tot nu toe elke 18 maanden verdubbeld (Moore's wet).

Uitgaande van de Moore's wet, zal de transistor in 2019 de breedte hebben

van een paar atomen. Op deze schaal, laat de natuur zich niet beschrijven

door de klassieke natuurkunde maar door quantum mechanica. In de zoek-

tocht naar de technologie voor de steeds kleinere elektronische apparatuur,

zullen ingenieurs en wetenschappers rekening moeten houden met de wetten

van de quantum mechanica. Dit leidt tot een aantal ongewone fenomenen.

Sommige daarvan kunnen in ons voordeel gebruikt worden. Een rekenap-

paraat dat gebruik maakt van een dergelijk fenomeen, wordt een quantum

computer genoemd. Het concept van een quantum computer heeft geleid

tot een nieuw onderzoeksgebied, namelijk quantum informatie en quantum

computing.
Ondanks het feit dat de realisatie van een quantum computer nog lang

op zich laat wachten, hebben wetenschappers nu al een aantal algoritmen

ervoor ontwikkelt. Bijvoorbeeld, Peter Shor heeft tijdens zijn werk bij AT&T

Bell Laboratoria een algoritme ontwikkeld dat een getal in priemgetallen

exponentieel sneller ontbindt dan welke algoritme dan ook op een klassieke

computer. Dit zou grote invloed hebben op de manier waarop we vandaag

informatie versleutelenl. Dit komt omdat het ontbinden van een groot geheel

getal op een klassieke computer vrij traag is. Shor's algoritme werd door

een onderzoeksteam van IBM in 2001 gedemonstreerd,
door 15 in 3 en 5 te

ontbinden.
De eenheid van de klassieke informatie is de bit die twee waarden kan

aannemen, namelijk 0 en 1. De corresponderende eenheid in quantum in-

formatie is de qubit, die niet alleen maar de waarden 0 en 1 kan aannemen,

IBijvoorbeeld, de manier waarop de Chipknip beveiligd wordt
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maar ook combinaties van deze twee. De praktijkvoorbeelden van een qubit
zijn de spin van een elektron en de polarisatie van een foton.

Andere toepassingen zijn minder afhankelijk van de quantum computer.
Wetenschappers2 hebben een nieuwe techniek bedacht genaamd quantum te-
leportatie. Quantum teleportatie is het vernietigen van een qubit op een
zekere locatie om vervolgens een exacte kopie op een andere locatie te recon-
strueren. Nicolas Gisin van de Universiteit van Geneva, Zwitserland, heeft
met succes fotonqubits tussen twee laboratoria geteleporteerd via 2 kilometer
van optische glasvezel3.

De voornaamste taak van quantum schattingstheorie, het onderwerp van
dit proefschrift, is om, gegeven N identieke kopieen van een onbekend quan-
tum systeem (bijvoorbeeld een qubit), de toestand van het systeem te raden.
Een schatting bestaat uit een specifieke meting en het analyseren van de re-
sultaten verkregen door die meting. Dit proefschrift onderzoekt de optimale
manier om een schatting uit te voeren.

De meting van N kopieen kan worden uitgevoerd door elke kopie uitzon-
derlijk te meten en dan de resultaten verkregen uit voorgaande k 1 kopieen
te gebruiken in de meting van de kde kopie. Deze meetstrategie staat bekend
als een LOCO' strategie. Het is ook mogelijk de N kopieen te zien als een
kopie van een groter quantum systeem. Een meting van het grote systeem
is equivalent met het laten wisselwerken van de N kopieen alvorens de sys-
temen afzonderlijk te meten. Deze methode heet een collectieve strategie.
Collectieve strategien, die klaarblijkelijk LOCC strategien bevatten, vergro-
ten het aantal mogelijkheden om het experiment uit te voeren. Echter, deze
zijn moeilijker uit te voeren. Daarom is het belangrijk om te bepalen of een
ingewikkeldere collectieve meting tot een betere schatting kan leiden en zo
ja hoeveel beter.

Een quantum toestand wordt voorgesteld door een dichtheidsmatrix. Het
is soms niet nodig om de hele dichtheidsmatrix te weten, maar alleen een spe-
cifiek kenmerk ervan. Hoofdstuk 2 van het proefschrift gaat over optimale
schatting van het spectrum, d.w.z. de eigenwaarden, van de dichtheidsma-
trix. Dit is nuttig, bijvoorbeeld, voor het schatten van verstrengeling5 van
een bipartite zuivere toestand. Verstrengeling is een "vreemd" kenmerk van
quantum mechanica waarop de meeste voordelen van quantum informatie

2C.H. Bennett, G. Brassard, C. Crépeau, R. Jozsa, A. Peres and W. K. Wooters.
3De feitelijke afstand tussen de twee laboratoria was 55 meter.
4Local operations and classical communication.
5Stel we hebben twee systemen A en B. We kunnen ze ook zien als een groter systeem
AB. De wetten van de quantum mechanica maken het mogelijk dat het systeem AB zich
in de toestand pAB bevindt, die niet kan worden gezien als systeem A in de toestand pA
en systeem B in een andere toestand pB; dit heet verstrengeling.
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en quantum computing berusten6. De resultaten van het hoofdstuk 2 laten

zien dat een optimale schatting van bipartite verstrengeling mogelijk is, door

LOCC metingen in een van de systemen die verstrengeld is.

Zowel in Shor's algoritme als in quantum teleportatie, moeten de qubits

worden gemanipuleerd op verschillende fasen. Dit kan worden gerealiseerd

door zogenoemde unitaire operaties, de poorten van quantum informatie be-

werking. Stel we beschikken over een dergelijk unitaire operatie maar we

weten niet wat het doet. Om daar achter te komen, moeten we weten hoe

een willekeurige input toestand erdoor wordt getransformeerd. Om te weten

hoe een specifieke toestand word getransformeerd, bereidt men deze toestand,

geeft het een aantal keren door aan de unitaire operatie en meet de uitslag.

Een toestand is natuurlijk niet genoeg. Het blijkt dat het gewenste doel

mogelijk is met een eindig aantal input toestanden, dit is bekend als quan-

tum proces tomografie. Helaas, het is vaak moeilijk om alle benodigde input

toestanden voor quantum proces
tomografie in het lab beschikbaar te heb-

ben. Het is hier waar verstrengeling te hulp schiet. Een paar van maximaal

verstrengelde qubits, waar een is gebruikt als input voor de unitaire poort

en een andere ongeroerd gelaten, is goed genoeg. Al le informatie over de

onbekende poort is bevat in de gezamenlijke output toestand. Dit probleem

is behandeld in hoofdstuk 3. Nu moet de output toestand gemeten worden.

We kunnen de twee qubits afzonderlijk (LOCC) of gezamenlijk (collectieve

meting) meten. Is verbetering in de schatting mogelijk door gezamenlijke

meting? Het antwoord is ja en optimale collectieve metingen zijn minstens 3

keer zo nauwkeurig als welke LOCC metingen dan ook.

Hoofdstuk 4 behandelt hetzelfde probleem als hoofdstuk 3, echter er is

een verschil. Namelijk we nemen aan dat de mogelijke unitaire poorten met

elkaar commuteren7 . In hoofdstuk 4 is aangetoond dat als de poorten corn-

muteren we geen betere resultaten verkrijgen door een verstrengelde input

toestand en een gezamenlijke meting van de output te gebruiken.

In hoofdstukken 3 en 4 is aangenomen dat alleen een kopie van de unitaire

poort beschikbaar is. Echter, als meer dan een kopie (zeg N) tegelijkertijd

beschikbaar zijn, kan er meer mee gedaan worden, namelijk we kunnen een

N-voudige verstrengelde toestand als input gebruiken. Zonder verstrengeling

is de situatie equivalent aan die van hoofdstukken 3 en 4. In dat geval,

zegt klassieke statistiek dat de schattingsfout proportioneel is aan 1//7.

In de literatuur is aangetoond dat door gebruik te maken van eon hele grote

verstrengelde toestand in de input een fout proportioneel aan 1/N kan worden

°Teleportatie en Shor's algoritme.
7Als een quantum toestand

achtereenvolgens door twee verschillende poorten wordt ge-

stuurd, is de volgorde van de poorten niet van belang.
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bereikt (i.e. veel kleiner). Echter, dit was aangetoond alleen in het geval van
qubits poorten. In hoofdstuk 5 is er een begin gemaakt om hetzelfde aan te
tonen voor een algemene unitaire poort. We maken belangrijke vorderingen
maar de gewenste eindresultaat blijft een open probleem.
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